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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
To the (20NGRESS OF TEE TJ.XITEDSTATES:
In compliance with the provisiom of the act of March 3, 1915, establishing the ~ational
.kdvisory Committee for ~eronautics, I submit herewith the tenth annual report of the
committee, for the fiscal year ended June 30, lWZI.
The attention of the (20ngress is invited to Part 1’ of the committee’s report, presenting
a summary of the present status of aviation with reference to the existing governmental organiza-
tion, the agencies for coordination, and the relation of aeronautical research, the aircraft
industry, and commercial aviation to the problems of natiomd defense. I concur in the comm-
ittee’s general recommendations, and agree that in the last analysis substantial progress in
aviation is dependent upon the continuous prosecution of scientific research.
when the hTationa.l Advisory (lommiitee for .keronautics was established by congress in
1915, there was a deplorable lack of technical information on aeronautics in this country. In
submitting this, the tenth annual report of the committee, I feel that it k appropriate to say
a word of appreciation of the high-minded and patriotic services of the men who have faith-
Mly served their country without compensation as members of this committee and of its
subcommittees. Through this committee the tdenfi of America has been marshaled in the
scientific study of the problerns of flight, with the result that to-day knerica occupies a
positim in the forefront of progressive nations in the technical developrnen~ of aeronautics.
The status of the committee as an independent Government establishment has largely made
possible i~ success.
(3ALVIN COOmGE.
The WHITE HOUSE,
December 3, 1924.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
hTATIONM ADmsoRY COMMI~EE FOR .&ERON.kUmcS,
TFashington, D. (7., Nowmber 24, 1924.
Xfr. PREsIDENT:
In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915 (Public,
Xo. 273, 63d Corg.), I have the honor to transmit herewith the Tenth hnual Report of the
Xational .kdtisory Committee for ~eronautics, including a statement of expenditures for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1924.
There has been steady progress in the methods and results of scientific research in aero-
nautics, and consequent continuous, although gradual, development of a-riation generally.
.%viation is a tital necessity for military and navaI purposes. Its de-relopment for commercial
purposes is f@hly desirable, and -wiII prove as re~olutionary as the automobile; but there are
limitations OE aircraft performance to-day ~hich must be overcome before commercia~ aviation
can make its own way without subsidy from the Go~ernmeni. &rcraft must be made safer
and more controllable at 10-w speeds imidcnt to taking off and Iand&w, and less =~pensive in
initial cost as welI as in the cost of maintenance ancl operation.
Attention is intited to Par~ ~r of Lhe report, presenting a statement of C(The present status
of aviation.’) The committee has there outIined the present state of technical development,
the activities of the go-rernmental ageucies concerued, the existhg scheme of cooperation, and
the policy of the .lrmy and ~a-ry relating to aircraft. li has also touched upon the relation
of aeronautical research, commercial aviation? and the aircraft industry to national defense, and
emphasized the increasing import artce of aircraft in warfare, the need for cent inuous scientific
research, md for the continuous development of aviation for military ancl na~al purposes.
llespectfuIly submitted.
hTATIONAL.&DVISORY COMllI’l”rEE FOR ii ERONXUTIC’S,
CWRLES D. ‘i7ALcon, (77mirmun.
The PRESIDENT,
The ~fiLde House, ~ashingfon, D. ~.
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TENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE‘FOR
AERONAUTICS
WASHINGTON, D. C., iVowmtJer 14, 19.24.
To the Congress:
ln accordance with the provision of the act of Congress approved klarch 3, 191s, estab-
lishing the Rational .Mvisory Committee for .A.eronautics, khe committee submits herewith
its tenth amual report. In this report the committee has described its activities during the
past year, the technical progress in the study of scientific problems relating to aeronautics,
the assistance rendered by the committee in the formulation of policies for the generaI develop-
ment of nviation, the coordination of research work in generrd, the emmination of aeronautical
inventions, and the c~)llectiou, analysis, an[l distribution of scientific Zn(l technical clatfi.
.Ittention is invited t.o Part 1“ of the report presenting a statement of “The Present Status
of Aviation. ” The committee htis there outlined the present stat-e of technical development,
the activities of the governmental agencies concerned, the e.tisting scheme of cooperation, and
the poIicy of the Army md ITavy relating to airerzft. It has also touched upon the relation
of aeronautictd research, commercial aviation, and the aircraft industry to national defense,
and emphasized the increasing importance of aircraft in warfare, the need for continuous
scientific research, and for the continuous development of aviation for miIitzry and naval
purposes.
‘Ilis report ako coniains a s~atemenfi of expenditures during the fiscal year 1924.
1
PART I
ORGANIZATION
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
TILC National .&dvisory Committee for &rcmautics was established by act of Congress
approved March 3, 1915. The organic act charges the committee-with the supervision and
clirection of the scientific study of the problems of flight with a -view to their practical solu-
tion, the determination of problems which should be experimentally attacked, their instigat-
ion rmcl application to practical questions of aeronautics. The act also authorizes the
commi t,tee to direct and c.oncluct research and experimentation in aeronautics in SUC.11labo-
ratory or laboratories, in whole or in part, as may be plficerf under its direction.
Supplementing the prescribed duties of the ccmmdtw , its broad general functions may
be stnted as follows:
First. Under the law the c.ommitt~e Mds itself atlhe service of any department 01’agency
of the Government interested in aeronautics, for the furnishing of information or rtssistanrc
in regard to scientific or tcc.hniczl matters relating to aeronautics, and in particulrtr for the
investigation and study of problems in thk field with a view to their practical solution.
Second. The committee may also exercise its functions for any individual, firm, associa-
tion, or corporation within the United States, provided tlmt such individurtl, firm, msoci ation,
or corporation clefray the actual cost involved.
Third. The commit tee institutes research, itlYeSLigZtiOIl, aml stucl.y 0[ problems which,
in the judgment of its members or of the members of its vari;us subcommitkes, are needful
and timely for the adwncc of the science and art of aeronautics in its wrious brancllcs.
13’ourth. The committee keeps itself acl~-ised of the prugrcss made in rcsearc.11 and experi-
mental work in aercmautics in all ptirts o! the world, particularly in I?nglwd, France, Italy,
Germany, and Csmacla,
~if th. TIM inf ormtition thus gxthcred is lmoughtt to t.hc at tent ion of the various sllb-
commit tees for considcrfition in connection with the pre pwation of p ragrams for rcscvwl 1
an(l wperimenhd work in tkis country. This information is also made availd]c promptly
to the military and naval air services and other branches of the Go vernmentj and such as is
not confidential is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft manufacturers
interested in the study of specific. problems, and also to the public.
,Sixth. The committee holds itself at L,hoservice -d t,be I?rcsidcnt, the Congressr aml tl~c
cxwutiye departmwk of [he Guvemment for the co.~ideratiw of special problems which
may be referred to it.
ORGANIZATION OF THE CORIMITTEE
The committw has 12 members, appointed by the President. The l~w provides th~t
the personnel of the committee shall comist of two members from- the l~ar Department, from
the office in charge of military aeronautics; ! two members from the I?avy Dep~rfm en ~, from
the oilicc in charge of nil w] aeronau ~ics; a rcpresentti[ive each of [he Smithsonian Institu[iou,
the United Staks weather 13ureau, and h United States Llureau of Sbmdauls; an(.1tlo!morc
than five additiomd persons acquainte(l with the nticds of ammauticzl scioncc, cibhcr ci vi1
or milittiry, or skilled in aeronautical engineering or its a.Ilied sciences. All members as such
serve without compensation.
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During the past year Maj. John F. Curry, United States Arm-y, was appointed b-y the President
a member of the committee to succeed ?vfaj. Lawrence TV. Mdntosh, United States Army.
This change was made because Major Curry succeeded Major Mclntosh as chief of the engi-
neering division of the Arm-y Air Ser-rice and it has become a matter of poIicy to ha-w that
official serve as a member of the committee. The President has also appointed to membership
on the committee Capt. Emory S. Land, United States ~av-y, to succeed Commander Jerome C.
1-Iunsaker, United States hTavy, who was transfemed to duty abroad.
The entire committee meets twice a year, the annual meet@o be~~ held in October and
the semiannual meeting in April. The presenfi report includes the activities of the commit~ee
between the annual meeting held on October 18, 1923, and that held on October 16, 192+.
The organization of the committee at the close of the past year was as follows:
Charles D. _l’7alcott, Se. D., chairman.
Da-rid ~. Taylor, D. Eng., secretary.
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. l). !
George K. Burgess, Se. D.
Maj. John F. Curry, United States Army.
~illiam F. Dumnd, Ph. D.
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States PTavy.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
Rear .4dmiral JTilliam A. Moffett, United States Navy.
h’faj. Gen. L~aSOD hf. Patrick, United states Army.
S. ~. Stratton, Se. D.
Orville T7right, B. S.
MEETINGS OF THE ENTIRE COMMITTEE
The semiannual meeting of the entire committee was held in Washington on April 24, 1924,
and the annual meeting on October 16, 1924. .& these meetings the committee reviewed the
general progress in aeronautical research and discussed the problems that should be attacked.
Administrative reports were submitted by the secretary and by the Director of the Ofice of
Aeronautical intelligence. Doctor Ames, chairman of the executive committee, made com-
plete reports on the research -work in progress under the committee’s direction at the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at Langley Field, Va.
At the semiannual meeting, GeneraI Patrick made an address on the activities of the Army
Air Service and the modern uses and recent developments of military aircraft, and exhibited
moving picturee showing the recent pro.mess in aviation in the Army. Admiral Moffett also
addressed the committee, on the importance of aviation to the Navy, and e.tibited motig
pictures showing catapult launching, deck landing on the airpIane carrier U. S. S. Langky,
torpedo launching from aircraft, and the Shenandoah in flight.
At the annual meeting the committee had as its guests Dr. Hugo Eckener, the German com-
mander of the fi-avy’s German-built riggd airship ZR–3, which had just crossed the AtIantic, and
members of the crew of the airship, together with members of tihe General Board of the ~avy
and other prominen~ Army and Xavy officers. Dr. Eckener answered a number of questions,
through an interpreter, regarding airship operation and development.
At this meeting officers of ihc committee were elected for the ensuing year as foIIows:
Dr. CharIes D. Walcott, chairman; Dr. David ~. Taylor, secretary; Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chair-
man executive committee.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
For carrying out the -work of the .kdvisory Committee the regulations provide for the
election annudy of an executive committee, to consist of seven members, and to include further
an-y member of the Adtisory Committee not otherwise a member of the executive committee
--
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but resident in or near Washington and giving his time wholly or chieff~ to
of the committee. The present organization of the executive committee 1s as
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D,, chairman.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., secretary.
George K. Burgess, Sc. D.
Maj. John l?. Curry, United States Army.
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States Navy.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
Rear AdmiraI William A. Moffett, United Sttites Navy.
Maj. Gen. Mason M. Patrick, United States Army,
S. W. Stratton, Se. D.
Charles D. Walcott, Sc. D.
Orville Wright, B. S.
The executive committee, in accordance with the general instructions
the specinl work
follo& :
of the Advisory
Committee, exercises the functions prescribed by law f& the whole committee, adm inis~ers
the affairs of the committee, amd exercises generaI supervision over all its activities. The
executive committee holds. regular monthly meetings, and special meetings when ncc~ary.
The executive committee has organized the necessary clerical and technical staffs for hand-
ling the work of the committee proper. General responsibility for the execution of the research
program in aeronautics approved by the executi~e committee is meted in the directtor of
aeronautical research, Mr. George W. Lewis. In the subdivision of genera] duties he has imn~o-
diate charge of the scientific and technical work of the. committee, being clirectly responsible
to the chairman of the executive committee, Dr. Joieph S. Ames. The assistant secretary,
Mr. John l?. Victor~, has charge of administration and personnel matters, property, an(l dis-
bursements, under the direct control of the secretary of the committee, Dr. David W. Taylor,
STJBCOMMITTEES
The executive committee has organized six standing subcommittees, divided into two
classes, administrative and technical, as follows:
ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNICAL
Governmental relations Aerodynamics.
Publications and inteIIigence, Power plants for aircraft,
Personnel, buildings, and equipment Materials for aircraft.
The organization and work of the technical subcommittees are covered in the reperk of
those committees appearing in another part of this report. A statement of the organization
and functions of the administrative subcommittees follows:
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
F~(2T10NS
1. Relations of the committee with executive departments and o thcr branches of the
Government.
2. Governmental relations with civil agencies.
ORGANIZATION
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, chairmm.
Dr. S. W. Stratton.
John T. Victory, secretary,
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COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
FUNCTIONS
1. The collection. classification, and dtiusion of technical knowIedge on the subject of
fierona.utie.s, including the results of research and experimental work done in dl p@s of the
worId.
2. The encouragement of the study of the subject of aeronfiutice in institutions of Ieruming.
3. Stipervision of the Office of Aeronautical Intelligence.
4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign ofhe in Paris.
5. The collection and preparation for publication of the techniczl reports, technical notes,
and annual report of the committee.
OEGANIZ4’ITO,N
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Prof. CharIes F. Marm-n, vice chairman.
Miss M. M. Muller, secretary.
COMMITTEE ON PEIMONNE~ BUILDINGS, AND EQIJIPMENT
FUNCTIO?LS
1. To handle alI matters reIating to personnel, including the employment, promotion, dis-
charge, and duties of all employees.
2. To consider questions referred to ii and make recommerIdat ions regarding the init ia-
tion of projects concerning the erection or alteration of laboratories and offices.
3. To meet from time to time on the call of the chairman, and report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.
4. To supervise such construction and equipmertt work as may be authorized by the
executive committee.
ORG.4NIZ.4TIOX
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. S. W. Stratton, -rice chairman.
Prof. Charlw F. Marvin.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
John F. Victory, secretary.
QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE
The headquarters of the ITational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics are Iocated in the
third wing,. third floor of the ~av-y Building, Seventeenth and B Streek ~., WaS~gtO%
D. C., in close proximity to the Army and Xavy services. The administrative oflice is ~SO the
headquarters of the various subcommittees and of the OfEce of Aeronautical Int-elEgence.
Field siations of the committee are the LangIey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, at
Langley FieId, Hampton, Vs., a~d the office of the technical assistant in Europe, Iocated at
the American Embassy in Paris.
The scientific investigations authorized by the committee are not all conducted at the
LangIey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but the, facilities of other governmental labora-
tories and shops are utiLized, as -well as the Iaboratofies co~ected ~th ~titutions of learn~g
whose cooperation in the scient%c study of spec%c probIems in aeronautics has been secured
THE LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
The greater part of the research work of the committee is conducted at the Langley Memo-
rial Aeronautical Laboratory, v&ich is Iocated at LangIey Field, Vs., on a plot of ground set
aside by the War Department for the use of the commitfiee when Langley Field was originally
Iaid out.. Langley l?ield is one of the most important and best equipped stations of the Army
Air Service, occupying abouk 1,650 acres and having hangar and shop facilities for the aceom-
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modation of four bombing squadrons, a service squadron, a school squadron, and an airship
squadron.
In the committee’s laboratory and on the flying field used in connection therewith, the
fundamental problems of scientific research recommended by the wmious subcommittees tire
investigated. The laboratory is organized with five subdivisions, as follows: Power plan [.s
division, wind tunneI divisio~, flight test division, technical service division, and property MId
cIericaI division. The administration of &he laboratory is under the imediate direction of
the engineer in charge, under the general supervision of the officers of the committee.
The Laboratory consiste of six buildings. A research labomtory building, containing tl~c
administrative offices, the drafting room, the machine and woodworking shops, and the photo-
graphic and instrument laboratories; two aerodynamical laboratories, one containing a wind
tunnel of the open type, and the other a variable density wincl tunnel, each unit being complete
in itself; two engine dynamometer laboratories of a semipermanent type, both equipped to carry
on investigations in connection with power plants for aircraft; and an airplane hangar equipped
with a repair shop, dope. room, and facilities for taking care of 16 or 18 airplanes.
lf~o large changes or additions of research equipment have been made during the I):WLyear.
hTo buildings have been adcled during the past year, but some major alterations ha-i-e been
effected and routine repairs executed.
The research flight work was carried on with the aid of II airplanes which made a to taI of
918 flights a.nclapproximated 297 hours total fIying time. O~e serious accident occurred during
the year, which resulted in the death of the junior aeronautical engineer, who was acting as
observer, and serious injury to the pilot. This is the first serious accident experienced during
approximately six years of active research and it is especially regretted.
Recognition by the Government of the necessity of satisfying the increasing demand for new
and accurate knowledge on the fundamental problems of flight has made possible the develop-
ment of an efikient research organization numbering 92 at Lang] ey Field a,t the close of the
fiscal year 1924. The main research laboratory buiIding has become so overcrowded as to
interfere with eElciency and to require the construction of an additional laboratory buikling,
The site for the building has been tentatively determined upon, in the rear of the main INIilding.
This construction has been included in the committee’s estimates for the fiscai year 1926, and
if the necessary funds are appropriated the building should be available during the spring of
1926 to relieve the present present congestion.
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE
The Office of Aeronautical I-ntelligence was established in the early part of 1918 as an integral
branch of the committee’s activities. Its functions are the collection, classification, and dif-
fusion of technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautics to the Military and Jlaval Air
Services and civil agencies interested, including especially the results of research and experi-
mental work conducted in all parts of the world. It is the ofl~cially designated Government
depository for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.
PrompLly upon receipt, alI reports are analyzed and classified, and brought to tho special
attention of the subcommittees having cognizance, and to the tittention of other interested
parties, through the medium of public and confident iaI bull etins. Reports are duplicated where
practicable, and distributed upon request.. Confidentitil bulletins and reports are not circulatcxl
outside of governmental channels.
To efficiently handle the work of securing and exchanging reports in foreign countries, the
committee maintains a technical assistant in Europe, with headquarters in Paris. It. is his
duty to personally visit the Govertient and private laboratories, centers of aeronautical
information, and private individuals in England, France, Italy, Germany, and other Europcxm
countries, and endeavor to secure for America not only printed matter which WOUICIin tho
ordinary course of events become available in this country, butmore especially to secure advance
information as to work in progress, and any technical data not prepared in printed form, and
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which would otherwise not reach this country, John Jay lde of new York is the present
incumbent.
The records of the ofice show that during the past year copies of technical reports were
distributed as follo=im:
Committee and subcommittee members --------------------------------------------------------
Langley IWernorial Aeronautical Lahratory ----------------------------------------------------
Paris oficeof committw ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Army tiService ___________________________________________________________________________
~aval Air Serviee, inchrding 3farine Corps-----------------------------------------------------
&lantiacturers______________________________________________________________________________
EducationA inst.itutions______________________________________________________________________
Bureauof S&ndards_________________________________________________________________________
1, (3s3
2, 702
5, 355
I, 930
3, 517
4, 695
5,227
720
}liseeUaneous ________________________________________________ ------------------------------- 11,3S0
~otaltistribution.._________-_______-----_-___---------_--------__-------______---___: 37,209
The above fi=gures include the distribution of 14,704 technicaI reports, 10,421 technical
notes, and 4,504 technical memorandums of the ATationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Three thousand and thirteen written requests for reports were received during the year in
addition t.o innumerable telephone and personal requests, and 15,537 reports ~ere forwarded
upon request.
FINANCIAL REPORT
Tlmappropriation for thellational Ad-risory Committee for.-leronautics for t.hefi-scalyem
]9~~, ascarried~the tidependent offices appropriation act. approved February 13, 1W3,VWIS
S270,000, under which the committee reports expendkures and obligations during theyem
amounting to S269:593.33, itemized as foIlows:
SaIaries(incIudirwengineerirwstaE)------------------------------------------------------ S120,846 .43
waga._._-____________________-_________-________-_____----_____-_-+_________________ 64161.65
Suppfi= and matefils __________________________________________________________________ 13,091.s4
Communication sertice----------------------------------------------------------------- 762.72
TraveI-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8,172.24
Transportationof things---------------------------------------------------------------- 1,741.33
Furnkting of eIectficity ----------------------------------------------------------------- 3,355.93
Repaks and alterations _________________________________________________________________ 8,217.69
Equipment ____________________________________________________________________________ 17,773.50
SpeciaI inv=tig8tiom ___________________________________________________________________ 31,470.00
Expen&tmes-------------------------------------------------------------------- 269,593.33
Unexpendedbalance____________________________________________________________________ 406.67
Total-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 270,000.00
lnaddltion totheabo~e, the committee had two separate appropri~tions, oneof S13,000
for printing and binding, of -ivhich W,850.13 was expended; and a.nother of fiEki,OOOforin crease
of compensation to employees a~ the rate of $240 per annum, of which the committee ex-
pended S19,427.96.
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PART 11
GENERAL ACTIVITIES
CONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS
The committee examines and reports upon all aeronautical inventions which are submitted
to it for consideration and recommendation.
By virtue of a formal agreement with the h’a—~ Department, inventions of a ~encral
character relating to aeronautics which are received. h the hTavy” Department are referred to
the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for consideration and proper action. The
committee examines such inventions, conducts the necessary further correspondence -with the
inventors, and where a given invention has prospective value the committee makes a report
to the hTavy Department, a copy of which is sent to the Army Air Service. In like manner,
although without a formal agreement, the committee considers inventions referred to it by the
Army Air Service, and if any such inventions appear to be promising, a copy of the committee’s
report to the Army is sent to the ~ayy in each case.
USE OF NONGOVERNMENT.4L AGENCIES
The various problems on the committee’s approved research programs are as a rule assigned
for study by governmental agencies. In cases where the proper study of a problem requires
the use of facilities not available in any governmental establishment, or requires the talents of
men outside the Government service, the cotit tee. contracts directly with the institution or
individual best equipped for the study of each such problem to prepare a special report on
the subjeci. In this way the committee has marshaled the facilities of educational institutions
and the services of specialists in the scientific study of the problems of flight.
COOPERATION OF ARMY AND NAVY
Through the personal contact of responsible officers of the Army and FTavy serving on
the three standing technical subcommittees, a knowledge of the aims, purposes, znd needs of
each service in the field of aeronautical research is made known to the other. The cordinl
relations that invariably flow from such personal contact are supplemented by the tcclmical
information service of the committee’s Office of Aeronautical Intelligence, which makes availa-
ble the latest tech.nical information from a]l parts of the world. ~.~ile a healthy rivahy
exists in certain respects between the Army and Iia-ryl there is at t,he swine time a coordination
of effort in experimental engineering and a mutual understanding that is productive of the
best results.
The Army and Flavy Air Services have aided whenever called upon in every practicable way
in the conduct of scientific investigations by the committee. Each service has placed at the
disposal of the committee airplanes and engines required by the committee for research purposes.
The committee desires to record its appreciation of the cooperation given by the Army and
Navy Air Services, for without this cooperation the committee could not have undertaken many
of the investigations that have already made for substantial progress in aircraft dcwelopment.
The comittee desires especially to acknowledge the many courtesies extcnk~ by tho AIImy
authorities at Langley l?iekl, where the committee’s laboratories are located, and to the nay a)
authorities at the Hampton Roads Naval Air SLation.
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INVESTIGATIONS UNDERTAKEN FOR THE ARMY AND NAVY
.& a rule, the technical subcommittees, including representatives of the Army and Navy
Air Services, prepare programs of research work of general use or application, and these pro-
grams, when appro~ed by the hTat.ional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, furnish the
problems for solution by the Langley klemorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The cost of this
work is borne by the committee out of its own appropriation. If, however, the Army Air
Service or the Nawtl Bureau of Aeronautics desires specific investigations to be undertaken by
the committee for which the committee hae not the necessary funds, the committee’s regulations
as approved by the President motide that the committee mav undertake the work at the
.
exp&e of eith& the Army or the ITavy.
The investigations thus undertaken by the committee
lined as follows:
FOR THE BLTEEACJ OF AE1301fAUTICS OF THE
.
during the past year may be out-
XAVY DEPAR-NT
Investigation and development of a solid-injection type of ~eronautical engge.
Development of aircraft engiae supercharger.
Distribution of loading between wings of biplanes and tripkmes.
Investigation of planing angles and get-away speeds of seaplanes.
Investigation of tail vibration and sluggish control of a h’avy monoplane,
FIight tests of superchargers.
Investigation of landing speed of ‘ES airplane.
Investigation of aerodynamic loads on the U. S. S. Shenandoah.
Investigations of accelerations and decelerations of airplanes.
FOR THE EXG~EEEtl~G DIVISION OF THE AFi?JY AIR SERVICE
13’ull-scale investigation of clifferent wings on the Sperry messenger airplane.
Investigation of the eficiency of propellers when used in front of obstructions as found in
bombing airplanes.
Investigation of the behavior of an airplane in landing and in taking off.
Investigation of pressure distribution along the chord of typical wing sections.
Investigation of pressure distributions and accelerations in order to determine the proper
loading to be used in the design of airplanes.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON DESIGN Ol? ARMY SEMIRIGID AIRSHIP “RS-l”
At the request of the Army Air Service, the &Tational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
appointed a speciaI subcommittee to examine and report on the design and construction of
the Army semirigid airship known as the RS–I. This special subcommittee was organized on
I?cbruary 15, 1923, as foIIows:
Henry GoIdmark, chairman.
W. 130vgaard.
Max hf. Munk.
L. B. Tuckerman.
Vi’. Watters Pagon, secretary.
The RS–I is a semirigid type airship, 300 feet in length, 71 feet in diameter, and has a
capacity of 700,000 cubic feet. The contract for the design and construction of the airship
was awarded by the Army Air Ser-rice to the Good-year Tire & Rubber Co.
Following the organization of the subcommittee, one of the first meetings was heId at the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. at Akron, Ohio. Here the members had an opportunity of thor-
oughly acquainting themselves with details of the design and construction of the airship. During
the first meetings the discussions were Iargely confined to the specifications of the Army Air
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Service for the construction of the RS–I airship with regard to the design, fabrication, and tho
flight performance.
Foliowing the meeting at Akron, the committeuonfined its activities to the technical ques-
tions of design and safety of the RLS-I. Many of the. special problems were studied by separate
members of the committee, who reported to the committee at their meetings. One important
problem requiring detailed investigation was the problem of suf’iicierit strength of the nose caI
and its attachment to the keel structure. Investigation showed that ELnose cap strong enough
to withstand external forces, with a zero pressure in the en~elope, w-m not feasiblo on aCCOUIlt
of tke weigh~ required in the structure. A Yery satisfactory design was agreed upon and has
been completed, requiring, however, a small pressure to be maintained inside t+c en~”elopc.
Another problem considered was the “breathing stresses. ” The problcrn WaS ho~v tile
load and bending moments created were distributed to the envelope and to the keel structure.
It is safe to say that both the keel and cn-relope take a portion of the Ioad, but it is safer to
make the keel strong enough to take the total load.
The problem of obtaining the stresses in the keel, especially considering the possibility of
the changes in the shape of the envelope throwing additional stresses on tho lwcI, does not lend
itself to reliable mathematical analysis. At the request of the committee. the Army Air Serv-
ice has had constructed a special ‘model of the RS–I including the keel structure. This water
model will be tested at MC Cook Field in the near future and it is expected that the results of
the test will give numerical information with reference to the stresses in the keel and cnvelopo
with changing pressures. This is the fist known test of this kind on a water model of an air-
ship with a model of an elastic keel attached.
AMERICAN AERONAUTICAL SAFETY CODE
The purpose of the American Aeronautical Safety Code is to establish uniform safety
standards for the construction and maintenance of–~ircraft and for their operation and fig~%
especially at airdromes. The work is being pursued according to the scheme of procedure of
the American Engineering Standards Committee, ivhich in 1920 recognized the Bureau of
Standards and the Society of Automotive 13nginegrs, Inc., as joint sponsors for this project.
A sectional committee was formed by inviting representation from the foUowing organizations:
Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
American Society of Mechanical 13ngincers.
American Society for Testing Materials.
American Society of Safety Engineers.
Manufacturers Aircraft .4ssociation.
~dional Aeronautic Association.
NationaI Aircraft-Underwriters Association.
l?ational Advisory Comittee for Aeronautic;.
National Safety Council.
Rubber Association of Americ~.
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
United States Coast Guard.
United States Forest Service.
United States Navy Department.
United States Post Office Department.
United States War Department.
United States Weather Bureau.
To facilitate the development of the code, the subject matter of which it will treat was
divided into parts as follows:
Introductory part.--scope.
Part 1,—Airplane structure, design, fabrication, anti twts.
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Part 2.—l?o-wer phmts, design, ~ssembly, and tests.
Part 3.—Equipment, maintenance, and operation of airplanes.
Part 4.—Signals and signaling equipment.
Parh 5.—Airdromes and airways.
Part 6.—Traffic and pilot.age ruks.
Part 7.—QuaL6catiom for airmen.
Part 8.—Balloons.
Part 9.—Airships.
Part 10.—Parachutes.
The sectional committee in its organization meetmg held on September 2, 1921, in ~e-iv
~ork City, constituted fi-re ~orhg subcobttees, the members of which -were not limited
to membe~ of the sectional committee, a~d assigned to each of these subcommittees one or
more of the various parts listed above for de-reIopment.
Reports of d the subcommittees ha~c been received and considered by the sectional
committee and ordered printed as advance drafts for general distribution. These parts hzve
not been adopted by the sectional committee hating general charge of the formulation of the
code and are subject to revision pen@~ such adoption.
It is to be expected that. the application of aeronautics to commercial use -will develop more
surely when the aYperimental stages in its progress are passed and a fund of generally acceptable
standards is estabIislwd.
To insure this development it is desirable not only to establish practice along lines which are
safe, but to ha-m that practice as uniform as possible throughout the entire hTation, since the
art is one in-roIving flights oww e.xtensire reaches of territory.
The Aeronautical %fety C!oclewill ser-ro as a standard of safe practice for aircraft users and
manufacturers and -will be a-railable as a guide to legislative regulation. IL is hoped that such
regulatory ]egisIa~ion as may be necessa.q- ~1 e-rentually be national in scope, but should
national Iegidation fail and local regulations be set up, iti is believed that ihe code will aid
mat erially in securing unif brmit~- in legislation.
STANDARDIZATION OF WIND TUNNEL RESULTS
The standar[lization tests authorized l)y the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
have been uncler way during the past year, the models, consisting of three cylinders, haYing a
length ratio of 5:1 and four models of the U. S. A. 16 airfoi~ section, each having an aspect ratio
of 6:1 and a Iength varying from 1S to 36 inches, ha-ro been tested at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory, the Washington &Ta~ yard, Bureau of Standards, and some tests
compIeted at MC Cook Field and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The tests were conducted by all the wind turmek on both the cylinders and airfoil models
under as -wide a range of V/L as possible and inciil(ling the determination of Iift., drag and pitching
moment for every 4° from —4° to +20”.
An exact model of the ~YationaI PhysicaI Laboratory airship model has been compIeted ancl
is ready for test in the committee’s -rariabIe density wind tunneI at Langley Field. The report
on t~is test will be a -raluable addition to the report presented to the National Physical Laboratory
on the eomparatire tests made in the tincl tunnels of ihe United States. The National Physical
Laboratory standard model of an R. A. F. 1.5 airfoil has been tasted in the wind tunnels of this
country amcl returnecl to EngIanci. .1 report giving the results of the comprtrati~e tests in this
country is in preparation.
CANADA’S CONTINUED COURTESY TO AMERICAN AIR PILOTS
In May, 1920, Canada promulgated regulations permitting United States qualified aircraft
and pilots to fly in Canada for a period of SLYmonths on the same basis as if the United States
had established its regulations as contemplated under the Convention for the Regulation of
International .&r Navigation. The Government of &heUnited States has not as yet ratified this
*
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convention. Canacki, however, has from tirm to time cxtcm&xl for pwiods of six R1OIILlls or a ‘
year the regulations favoring American afr pilots, the latest extension expiring Nlay 1, 1925. ‘no
Government of the TJnited states has expressed appreciation to the (love.rnment of ~an’a{la for
these repeated courtesies. The proper remedy for the resulting unmtisfactory situation is
either for the United States to ratify the Convention for the Regulation of International Jlir
Navigation or to negotiate a separate treaty with Carwla for the regulation of air trafllc betwow
the two countries. Neither of these remeclies, howe-rer, could be offwtive in the abscnco of an
agency for the regulation of civfi air navigation in the l%itecl States.
PART III
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
ORG.KNZATIO X
The committee on aerodynamics is at present composed of ~he following members:
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins Uni-rersity, chairmm.
Commander EL C. Richardson, United States h’avy, vice chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Burenu of Standards.
Capt. Gerald E. Brewer, United States Army, enginee~o division, hIc.Cook Field.
Lieut. W. S. Diehl, United States Xavy.
hfr. H. ~. Eaton, Bureau of Standards.
Maj. Clinton W. Howard, United States Army, engineering division, McCook Field.
Mr. G. W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Chief Weather Bureau.
Prof. Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, secretary.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, United States ~avy.
FLmcmoxs
The functions of the committee on aerodynamics are a: follows:
1. To determine wh~t problems in theoretical and experimental aerodynamics are the most
important for in-restigation by governmental and primtte agencies.
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the research work involved in the investigation
of such problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding aerodynamic investi-
gations and developments in progress or proposed.
4. The committee may direct. and conduct research in experimental aerodynamics in such
laboratory or laboratories as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. The committee shall meet from time to time on the call of the chairman and report its
action and recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on aerodynamics by reason of the representation of the various organiza~
tions interested in aeronautics is in c~ose contact with aII aerodynamicaI work being carried
out in the United States. In this way the current \;-orIiof each organization is made know-n to
all, thus pre-renting duplication of effort. A.lso all research ~-ork is stimulated by the prompt
distribution of new ideas and ne~ results, which add greatIy to the efficient conduction of aero-
dynamic research. The commiktee keeps the re-search -workers in this country suppIied with
information on all European progress in aerodynamics by means of .a foreign representative who
is in close touch with all aeronautical activities in Europe. This direct information is supple-
mented by the translation and cimxdation of copies of the more important foreign reports and
arfiicks.
The aerodynamic committee has direct con~rol of the aerodynamicaI research conducted
ai Langley Field, the propeller research conducted at Leland Stanford University under the
supervisiori of Dr. W. F. Durandl and some special investigations conducted at the Bureau of
Standards and at a number of the uni-rersities. The in-restigat.ions undert akeri at the Washing-
ton h’a~ Yard aerodynamical laboratory, the engineering di~ision, Army Air Service, the
Bureau of Standards, and the Massae.husetts Institute of Technology are reported to the com-
mittee on aerodynamics.
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LANGLEYMEMORIALAERONAUTIC.4LLABORATORY
ATMOSPHERICWIND TUNNEL REs~~RcH—.4irfoiZs.—T1le investigation of the distribu ~ion
of load l)etween the kclivkluai wings of biplanes and triplanes, which was made Iast year at
the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the hTa-vy Departmentyhas been continued in a
series of tests on thick airfoils (U. S. A. T. S. 5) for the~urpose of checking the former work on
thin sections (R. A. l?. 15). The most important conclusion drawn from this work is the fact
that the totaI Ioad on a biplane or triplane celIule may be considered, for alI practical design
purposes, as equalIy divided among its componenb wings under all conditions in which accelera-
tions become dangerously high.
The determination of the pressure distribution over thick, tapered airfoils, carried out at the
request of the Army &r Service, is almost complete. Three representative models (hT.A. C’. ii.
S1, U. S. A. 35 and U. S. 27C mod.), built up of laminations and inlaid with hypodermic
tubing, have been tested. The fourth member of this series, a model of the upper wing of a
13’okker D-VII airplane, complete with aileron and overhanging horn bdanc.e, is now being pre-
pared for test. Pressures will be measured over wing tip, aileron, and baIance. The regularity
and known precision of simultaneous observations at-alI points and the great saving of time in
fictuaI testing have well justified the more difflcuIt construction. This information is of para-
mount importance for the design and stress analysis of airplanes using wings of this typo.
The effects of shielding the tips of airfoils by means of thin plates, affixed to the wing
tips in planes perpen(?icular to the span, have been studied, A considerable improvement of
characteristics was obtained, particularly with respect to cIimb. This aeroc{ynamic improve-
ment is equivalent, in effect, to incerasing the aspect ratio.
The motion and forces upon an airfoil, oscillating in pitch about an axis some distance
upstream from its own leading eclge, have been studied by an entirely new method. The
oscillating system is connected to a chronograph which recorcIs the motion on a tilme base:
from the graphical record and ~ determination of inertia the instantaneous forces on the airfoil
can be calculated. It appears from the resuIts that the time lag involved in building up the
lift during change of ~ngle of attack is small find can be neglcctcd in many cases.
Model air@anes.-Very complete tests have been made on an Army Air Service (Sperry)
messenger. airplane, successively equippetl with six sets of wings of different profiles, The Iift
and drag of the model} with proper elevator settings to give balance in levei f]ighi: have been
determined throughout the flying range. AI] tests were made at both 40 m. p. h. (17.g m/s)
and 78.4 m. p. h. (35 m/s). The necessity of testing tit high speeck has been very clearly shown
by these experiments. The -work done in the atmospheric tunnel wiIl be compare(~ with similar
tests to be made in the variable ckmsit~ tunnel and with the free flight tests now being c.arricd
on. This research is expected to furmsh much vaIuable infornmtion on the reh~tion between
model and fuII-size airpIane characteristics.
Teks oj aerodynamic instruments.—A large number of tests have been made to determine
the merits of various types of orifices intended for the measurement of pressure over the hulIs
and control surfaces of airships. Several types were found satisfactory.
.kccur:~te determinations of airspeed in fright are made by means of a Pito~ tube which is
loc>~tcd in i}ke nose of a streamlined body hung at a consitlerable distance below the airphmc or
iiirsllip. This procedure eliminates the error caused by local dist urbane.es aroun( 1 the. aircraf ~
lJUL\vcs~ill have k> dea] with tllc interference of Lhc s[re:imlinwl body on the tuho. A s~u(iy of
(his ink!rfcrenco has been made in We wind tunn(’1, a very :00(1 stwaltllinc sl~apc (Ievvlc)pcti in
the process, and, l}y proper proportioning of Llw ap~nuwtus, i~ has bcm found Iwssihlc 1{) rcduw
(ho in lerfcrcnc!c cflcct to a slnai 1fraction of 1 pcr c~’nt.
I)uring this work on l’ito~ ~ubc interference a cerfain very peculiar effect wxs discovere(l
\VIIOJI a dkk was used m Lhc interfering body. M@iminary tes~s lmdcr various ccm(litions
in(lica te this combination to be a~tremely sensitive to cha]]ge.s in turbuIcnce, and it is probable
tha~ a very simpIe and accurate “ turbulence meter” may be developed on this basis.
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The wind tunnel has been used to calibrate a number of recording flight instruments nnd
also to Iocate the aerodynamic axes of yaw tubes and flight path inclinometers.
Xiscdil nmu.s.—Tests have been made to determine the lift (erose wind force) and drag
on rebating cylinders of Greek cross and circular cross ‘section; the same forces were measured
in the case of a compound stmi of -which the upstream portion was constituted b-y rotating
cireuhw cylinder. Wiih tihe circular cylinder, lift coefficients as high ,as 9.5, computed on
projected area, and ratios of lift to drag of 7.8 were obtained. NTumerous unforseeen conditions
zppemed during these tests; severaI phenomena remain une.splained.
Apparatus and methods for the photography of air flow patterns, visualized by the intro-
duction of smoke filaments, have been developed and are being used advantageously in the
study of many problems. While the visualization of air flow by means of smoke has long
been used as a demonstration device, newly developed technique is making of it a recoatized
research instrument.
A model of the horizontal taiI surfaces of a service airplane, which was known to suffer
from excessive -ribration of the e~tire empennage, was built up of three. parts by attaching the
halves of the ele-mtir to the stabilizer by means of elastic w-ire hinges. The stabilizer was so
mounted as to be free in roll and was fitted with springs to provide restoring moments. Ex-
posed to the tunnel airstreamj the modeI was found to oscillate violently at almost any com-
bination of air speed and angle of attack. The position of the elevators seemed of little impor-
tance. Two methods of preventing these oscillations -were found. With the two haIves of the
elevator rigidly connected, it became impossible to set up my oscillation which inducecl rolling
in the stabilizer as before. The conditions here so resembled those under which the Baum-
hauer-Koning ~~ing-flutter effect was found that its remedy was also applied and found to
eliminate the vibration. This consisted in applfing forward-hung m:lsses to the independent
haIves of the e)evator. thus bringing their centers of gravitiy fom-arcI of the hinge line. With
this modification it was found possible, but only b-y a violent clisturbance, to start an oscilla-
tion of the original character; however, the damping was so he:~-ry that the oscillation disappeared
fi]bnost immediately.
YARIABLE-DENSiTY WIND TuNxEL—~unneZ demlopmenf.-The variable-density tunnel has
been operate{l eontinu{>udy throughout the year with occasional interruptions for minor changes
which have been found necessary or cIesir:~bIe in developing the tunnel into an mccurate piece
of research tipparatus. Considemble attention has, of necessity, been given to such matters
as balance alignment am-l calibration, a sur~-ey of the air flow, md the overcoming of operating
difficulties.
The balance has been cmefull.y calibrated and can be relied upon to measure lift forces to an
accuracy of plus or minus 10 grams and drag forces to an accuracy of plus or minus 1 gram.
This is considered satisfactory, especially as the balance was designe{l for large forces nnd has
actually beeu eaIled upon to measure lift forces as great as 90 kilograms and drag forces as
great as 20 kilograms.
The air flow in the tunnel has been further improved by a lengthening of the entrance
cone mcl by the installation of a new honeycomb upstream of the experiment section. The
air flow at the throat was e~eu then not quite uniform, but it was found possible to improve
lhe relocity distribut@n by increasing the resistance of the honeycomb at. those points where
the reiocit.~ was too high. TIIe vehwity variation *t the model pt~siti[}ll is IIOIV1~-ithin PIUS
IJrminus 1 per cent.
.\mong the problems w-hich hare arisel~ iu comlt’ctiol] witlk (lpwatillg the {ullnel, there
U1:LYbe mentio]]ed the brwdiing of the. model-supporting wires :~t loads much helt)w their ten-
sile strength. This offered an obstac[e to operation at. one time, l)ut “the difficulty has ken
urercome.
ln the operation of the ~ariable.clensity tunnel it has been founcl con-renient to ~xtend the
scale of the tests not only to a much higher Reynolds number than k possible in the atmos-
pheric tunnel but to a ~ower one also by exhausting the air from the tank. Satisfactorjv opcra-
—.-—
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Lion is secured over a range of tank pressures from & to 20 atmospheres. In general, metal
air foils are to be used exclusively in this tunnel because of the high forces to be mcmured. ‘
Researd~.-Tests have been made on a wooden airship model through a range of tank
pressures from * Lo 14 atmospheres. Although it was not possible at the time these tests
were made to operate at the full tank pressure of 20 atmospheres, and the scale reached is far
short of fuLl scale, data were obtained up to a scale eight ~imes as great as is possible in the
atmospheric tunne~. These resuIts are interesting in that they show the tendency of the drag
coefficient of an airship model to approach a constant value at the higher Reynolds numbers,
this value being approximately the same as that found following the dip in the drag curve
ob tzined in the atmospheric tunnel.
A progrkm of tests of surface friction on flat plates was carried out uncler various condi-
tions of flow, as parallel, divergent, and convergent with respect to the pIato and at various
pressures. The flow--over the -whole surface of the plate was found to be errfitic, partly kuninm,
and partly turbulent. For this reason, the tests were discontinued. They will be talie.n up
again after more information on the tiypo of surface flow has been obtained.
Tests on a group of 36 air foils are now in progress, constituting an investigation of scale
effect on air foils ancl a study of the characteristics of z systematic series of air foils at high
Reynolds numbers. Results obtained on two characteristic sectichs indicate that tho maximum
lift coefficient increases at tke higher pressures in the case of the strut section but remains
nearIy constant in the case of the cambered section. The minimum drag coefficient is less at
the higher pressures for both sections, and the maximum lift to drag ratio is consequently higher
for both.
The resxdts so far obtained in the variable-density tunnel give every reason to believe that
the results obtained with an airplane model will be directly comparable to those obtained on
the full-sized airplane in flight.
FLIGDT RisEARd~I—.~~Tsh~ps.—T~le investigation of the pressure distribution at 400 points
over the hull and tail surfaces of an airship in flight, mentioned in Iast year’s report, has been
completod. The distribution of load over the airship for some thirty conditions of flight has
been determined, and the results are available in the form of curves representing the loads on
the tail surfaces, the loads on the envelope, and a combination of the two. This research is
the most extensive of its kind attempted on an airship, and the da~a obt~~ine.d are extremely
~aluable for purposes of stress analysis and calculations. In connection with the same research
a photographic method of obtaining the turning characteristics of an airship was clelc-roped,
by which it is possible to secure much more complete and accurate information of the behavior
of an airship in turning flight than previously.
In the light of the experience and information gained on the C–7 airship, and elaborate
research program, incIuding pressure distribution, turning trials, and acceleration tests! IMs
been prepared for the U. S. S. S’kenandd,. New measuring instrumcnis have been designed
and are being constmcted especially for this pressure-distribution w~orkwhich will allow sin}ul-
tancous readings of a much larger number of pressures and will provide continuous records of
these pressures.
.4irplanes,—Within the last year considerable progress has been made in determining the
na,ture of the air flow over the wings and other component parts of an ~irplane in flight. An
inycstigation of this nature conducted on a service airplane known Lo have certain peculiarities
in flight showed that many of its undesirable characteristics were caused by an unusually tur-
b[dent air flow over parts of the wings and fuselage. The method used, that of discharging
a stream of smoke in advance of the airplane at the desired place and photographing its flow
over that part of the* airplane, presents an extremely simple and effective manner of deter-
mining the air flow and opens up z very interesting and valuable field of investigation, cspcciaIIy
with regard to making improvements in airplanes in present use.
In orcler to obtain a comparison of full-scale and model planing characteristics with a view
to- improving the methods of obtaining the latter, the laboratory has been conducting tests on
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lhree representative types of sea-pIanes; sb@e-float, twin-float, and boat type: The work has
been completed on the single-float-type seaplane and is at present being conducted on the boat
type. Preparations me in progress for tests to determine the water pressures on the bottom of ~
a seapIane float during various kinds of take-off, landing, and taxiing maneuvers.
A previous investigation conducted by the laboratory orI the landing and take-off charac-
teristic of an airplane pro-red to be of such value that the Army .&r Service requested a similar”
research embraci~~ mosk of the service-type airplanes. This will provide material which will
be of -value in connection with khe improvement of those char~cteristics in neiv design and which
wilI also be suitable for use in instructing student pilots prior to actual flight training. This
investigation is under way no-w and consists of deter mining the acceleration, control position ~
angle of attack, run on the ground, and air speed for each airplane in various types of talie-offs
and landings.
The subject of load distribution on high-speed airpIanes is of part.icuhm importance at the
present time due to recent failures occurring b flight on this type of aircraft. These failures
lead to the conclusion that the present method of load computation is not justified by actual
conditions and that to develop new rules more complete data are necessary than are now
avdable from pzast pressure-distribution testis. The laborator-y is no-w conducting an in-iesti-
gation in which the pressures obtained in -violent maneuvers on a represeni ative section of
both the wings and id. surface are simultaneously recorded. The accelerations obtained are
larger than in any previous pressure distribution in-wstigakion, and the results should give much
valuable information pertinent to the loading problems.
I@ht tests are no-iv in progress on the Sperry hlessenger airphme equipped with six sets of
interchangeable wings, each of different airfoil section, namely, u. S. & 5, ~. S. .+. 27, ~. S. &
35, ~. S. .\. 35B, It. .& F. 15, md Gottingen 387. This research is being carried on in con-
j unctio~ with wind-tunnel tests to determine the nature and mag~it ude of the scale effect.
PropeZZers.-Du~ing the past year flight tests on a series of seven propellers w&e carried out
ah the laboratory in cortjunction with model tests of the same propelle~ at Stanford University,
tbe purpme of -which was primarily to establish a.rdation between the performance of full-scaIe
propellers in flight and model propellers in the wind tunneI. The propcller chmacteristics in
flight have been determined and, although tk results of the model propeller tests are not fully
available as yet, such comparison ZMit has been possible to make indicates a remarkably good
agreement between the full-scale and model results. Incident to the propeller-~~ht tests much
clata -was obtained on the performtince of the ~E–7 airplane -when equipped m-ith each of the
se~en propellers.
Performance testz.—Becmse of the special facilities, both trained persomel and recording
instruments, a~ailable at the La@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory for making accurate
performance tests of airplanes, more -work of this nature is being requested by other departments
and executed by the laboratory each year. Experience with several methods of reducing flight
data to the conditions of standard atmosphere has Ied to the formulation and adoption of a new
method which is much simplified and yet suflkierttly accurate for any purpose ser~ed by such
reduced data.
INSTRUMENT ~ESE.KRCH AND DEnLoP31ENT.—.Qthollgh se~eral new instruments have
hee~ de~eloped, progress in this important activity has consisted mainly in the addition of many
instruments of the standard t~es and in the general impro~ement of the recording instruments
with reference to ease of manufacture, interchangeability, convenient operation, and reliability.
The standard film drum, which is used on most of the recordkg instruments, has been materially
impro~ed. The changes -w-illnofi only sa~e time in the loading and unloading of the film but
wiIl also elirainate failures due to fault.~ loading and VW considerably reduce the maintenance
work required. In addition to instruments for our ova use, tkmee accelerometers have been
made for the Xavy for use in the study of catapult, and Ianding apparatus for airplane carriers.
The automatic observ-er de-reloped last year has been entirely redesigned, the weight and
bulk being considerably less than for the origjnal model. The camera fastenings and operating
mechanism have been changed to facilitate the installation and removal of the camera, to simplify
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this operation, a~cl to increase the frequency of the record, An added clevice serves to synchronize
the. records with those made by other instruments. A motor-driven p~~rometer selector switch
provides means for making a number of temperature measurements at various points on an
airplane engine. The liquid-type., record ing-muItiple manometer, such as wns used on th~ ‘‘ C”
class airship pressure-distribution investigation, has been redesigned, the new apparatus I}cing
capable of simultaneously recording over 200 different pressures. The records are mado on z
stttnclard size of photostat paper and may be made somewhat faster than one complete set per
Second. This instrument is not appreciably affected by such inclinations nnd accelerations as
arc experiencwl in airship work and will save considerable time both in the installation of the
apparatus and in the working up of the records.
Among the new instruments which h~ve been de~elopecl are the camem-obscura shutter and
the electric chronometric timer. The first instrument is a focal plane shu~tcr opera~ml I)y a
(wnstant-speed motor and is used in connection with the photography of airship mitneuvcrs by
means of the camera obscura. The chronornetrie timer k an instrument containing a standard
NT.A. C. A. constant-speed electric motor which drives e.lcctric contractors whose opcming ~]](~
closing are timed by a star.tckrd watch escapement. The apparatus automatically controls the
timing Iight circuits of severaI recording instru~ents, thus synchronizing and definitely timing
the records. A successful new adaptation of an old instrument w,as made during the year in the
use of our standard air speed recorder as m intake manifold pressure recorder. In connccticm
with the propeller research it was possible with this instrument to obtain fligh~ recorcls from
which the engine-power output COUIC1be determined upon the bfisis of a previous dynamometer
calibration of the engine and instrument.
There are in process of development and manufacture several uew instruments, such as
tho 60-capsule, continuous-recording manometer, a recording Lachomcter, an electric gyroscopo,
znd a short-periocl sensitive galvan,ometer. The 60-capsule recording manometer is being
deveIopcd for use in connection with the study of pressure distribution on large airships such
as the Shenandoah or the ZR–3, and, besides recording a greater number of pressures than our
oIder t,ype of c.ontillllo[ls-rccor(lillg manometer, this instrument will make longer individual
records ond will contain film enou~h for many recor{ls with( )Ut tfllc necessity of rckmd ing. IL
will ako embo(l y (IetaiI improvements to elimirmt e the (Iifllculty of ]nanu facturc find a(ljust-
ment experienced in previous types. The recording tac.ho[~letw will comis L ]}rirnfirily of w
centrifugal pump, the discbmge heacI from whic~t will be recor{letl Ijy a standa rd recording
Inanometer and will be a measure of the engine sped. Tlic (levdopmcnt \vorli on the electric
gyroscope and gahwnometer is being carriecl outfor the i~, A. C. A.. IJYthe Bureau of standttr(ls.
The gyroscope will be incorporated in instruments for the recording of angular velocities, and
the gidvanometcr will bc used for recording phenomena wl~icl~can best be ltandlcd by electrical
means.
AERODYNAhllCTR120RY
Tllc theory of stctidy mo~ion of a solid in a perfect fluid IMs bum amplified aml ex[.mdui
until it now covers about all of the pmticular fiehls in which its application is practical. The
steps which have lecl to the present state of knowledge are worthy of c.onsidc.ration, First,
the tb coretical treatment of perfect fluids wzs made by Hehnho]tz, Lamb, and others, Lan-
rhesier developed a theory of airfoil lift and drag which was substanti~lly correct, but on
account of the metjllod of presentation it. was no~ f+werally acceptc[[. Fuhrn-tann tind l’ran(i{l
denlons[rated that air could successfully be represented by a perfect flui(l wl~en they follttd the
measl]recl pressure, distrihuti(m on airship mofIels to be in saiisfact(.]ry tigrcemvn~ with the ml-
clllated t-al[les, particruIarlcy i[l the region near ~he Ixnv,
I’rimcltl’s I~Orli in this connection proved to ho the begiuning t)f a new erti in thcoreiiral
aermlynalnics, Kutta, Joukcnvski, and others, ut ili.zing the n~etho(i of or[llog[lnal transfor-
mations} succeeded in calculating airfoiI lift for certain special wing sections, ‘rllc IU&iLk?lllati-
cal work required was very great and the sections were no ttgeneral, thus limiting the method
k) a classroom exercise for advanced stuclents of mathematics. The next advtince was mado
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afi Gottingenl -where Prandtl, Munk, and Betz developed a theory of wing Iifh based on Prandtl’s
~ortex theory. This theory had immediate application and has been very well received.
During the last three -years Doctor Mur& has been developing a new ge~eral theory for
steady motion in a perfect fluid, in order to eliminate the objections to the use of -rortlces,
which are not altogether real, and in order to obtain numerical methods for practical use. The
new theory is based on the simple conception of “ apparent mass” and “ kinetic energy” of
flow, and while it gives the same rew.dts obtained by the use of -rortices the mathematical treat-
ment is much simplified. The most important applications of this new theory ha~e been to
the calculation of lateral forces on airship hulk in -iarious conditions of flight and to the com-
putation of the Iift and moment of any practical wing section within the useful range of its
angIe of att~ck.
Doctor Muuk has also made ari important contribution to the science of aeroclyn’amics in
his analysis of propellers. In this he abandons the bIade element theor-y and corsiders the
blades as a unit. This method of attack leads to some. interesting results, particularly for pur-
poses of comparison.
During the past year some interest@ and -mhmble work has been done in England and
Frame toward checking the theories of Prandtl and Munk. A general survey of the presen~
status leads to the conclusion that the greatest needs at present. are, first, a general experimental
check on the accepted aerodynamic theory and, second, an interpretation of the theory in simple
language so that. it may be reduced to practice. Some work of this type has already been
carried out in this country, and a fairly extensive program is laid out for the future. In par-
ticular it k considered khat the work done in the variable-density wind tunneI ah Langley Field
off ers a good opportunity of checking Doctor Munk’s theories. In the matter of reducing the
theory to practice Doctor Ames has recently made a very impor~ant Contribution in a paper
which summarizes Nlunk’s theories and explains bheir application. This will be published as
TechnicaI Report No. 213.
Future study shotid take up the investigation of viscosity, and more especially, the study
of the combination of the latter and of the unsteady motions of solids in perfect fluids. Such
problems arise in connection with the analysis of the forces on airpla~es in maneuvers. I’To
~dequate theoretical treatment has been made so far of the viscosity effects, and the solution
appears formidable at this time- EventualIy a solution may be found. In &he meantime,
there should be no let up either in the development of theory and its application to practice,
nor in the acquisition of more empirical lmowlec@ about viscosity. The variable density
wind tmnneI offers the most promising method to secure correct data for the designer which
include the effeci of viscosity, and a great part of such work will be carried on there.
STANJORDUNIVERSITY
During the year the following investigations have been carried to completion:
1. Loss of propulsive efficiency due to operation of air propellers forward of obstructions:
This investigation has included the operation of modeI propellers of two different pitch ratios
with three different types of obstruction, as follows:
(a) A specially thick wing section represent~~ the win~ proposed for a new type of
heavy bombing airplane.
(fi) The fuselage or mid-structural part of the same airplane as in (a).
(c) The nose of a standard De Haviland type airphme.
For cases (a) and (~) the two propellers were run at three different values of the clearance
distance> making 12 differenh combinations of operative conditions.
For case (c) the two propellers were run ak two different values of the clearance distance
and each with 3 degrees of radiator obstruction, thus making again 12 clifferent combinations
of operative conditions.
These investigations include three sets of measurements:
1. Tests on the propellers alone.
H. Tests on the models alone.
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111, Tests on the propellers in operation in place before the models but with complete
independence of suspension and control, so that all measurements n-my be made
independently and thus give values for the propeller as influenced by tl]e model and
for the model as influenced by the propeller.
I?or cases (a) and (b) notable 10SSin propulsive efficiency -was found over the normal work-
ing range of the propeIIer, decreasing with increase of clearance between the propeller and tllr
airplane. There k also some evidence of a greater loss for propelks of high-pitch ratio thnn
for low-, other things being equal.
For case (c) the same general results were found, but notably smaller in amount, though
still of sensible &a@tude.
2. Tests of 13 ITavy type model propellers: The purpose of these tests was the cktermka-
tion of the performance coefficients and characteristics for certain selected series of propellem
of standard type and form. The frost series hcludes 7 propellers of pitch ratio va.rflng progres-
sively from 0.5 to 1.1~the area, form of blade, thickness etc., representing .m arbitrary stam.krd
propeller which had shown good results. The second series covers changes in thidine.ss of
bIade section, other things being equal, and the third series, changes in blade area, other things
being equal. These models were all of the standard 36-inch diameter employed in this
laboratory.
3. Tests of 30 model propellers of 30-inch diameter for the Army Air Servicej MC Cook
FieIcl: These propellers a~e arranged in five series of SLYeach. The firs t number in each series
is a propeller of uniform pitch for which the pitch is progressively 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 the cir-
cumference. For the following numbers in each series the blacle face is given a further inclina-
tion of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 degrees progressively. This g}ves two sets of series, the fwstwith con-
stant base ratio of pitch to circumference with angle of supplementary inclination varying
from O to 5, inclusive, and the second with constant supplementary angIe and varying base
ratio. The total range of mean pitch ratio is from 0.314 to aboufi 2.oO.
4. Tests of five Navy type model propellers in connection with a modeI representing the
mid-structural part of a Vougkt airplane: This investigation represents the laboratory pari
of a program carried on jointly -with LangIey Field, at which place tests with the full-scale pro-
peller and actual airplane were carried out in the air. The laboratory tests are carried out in
general manner as in in~estigation (1). above and show the same general character of results
and with o, loss in propulsive efficiency over the working range, and as compared with the pro-
pdler alone, of approximately 2 to 5 per cent.
WASHINGTONNAVYYARD
TIZnd tunnel.s.-The aerodynamical laboratory at the Washington hTa~y Yard is operated
by the Bureau of Construction and Repair for the. Bureau of Aeronautics A1l technical
details connected with the tiests and reports are under the direction and immediate supervision
of Dr. A. 1?. Zahm.
The equipment consists of two wind tunnels, one closed-circuit type 8 by 8 feet in cross sec-
tion at the testing plane, and one open-circuit NT.P. L. type 4 by 4 feet in cross section. The lmgrr
tunnel is fitted with a special six-component baIance designed by Doctor Zahrn and his assistants
and constructed in the Washington l?avy Yard, As described in N, A. C, A. Technical RcporL
No. 146, this balance is equipped with automatic weighing beams which enable readings to bc
taken with great rapidity. The smalIer tunnel is equipped with a modified NT.P. L. type of
balance aIso having automatic weighing beams.
The testing program is formulated for the greater part in the Burertu of Aeronautics and
necessarily follows rxther closely the design needs of the bureau. It is the policy, however.
to make alI tests as general as possibIe and to make a~aiIable for general use alI data which
appear to justify publication. Such data are publish&1 from time to time as TechnicaI lteport.s
by the National Advisory Committee-for Aeronautics, or, in special cases, by some scicn tific
puliication.
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Airfoils and wings.-The work previously done on airfoil sections has been continued dur-
ing the pasfi year in tests On 19 models. lJo extensive research -was made during the year but
several unusual sections were developed. h’ot e-worthy among these is the ~-10, a modi6ca-
tion of the (lottingen 39s, which has exceptional characteristics.
Tests now under -way include a series of six airfoils with Yaiiou.s types of cut-out. portions
in the center of the span. The purpose of this research is to supply data in regard to the eflect
of cutting openings in the tig to impro~e -r&on.
Control surfaces.-h unusual amount of testing has been made on control surfaces during
the past year. The most important tests were in connection viith a double research on balanced
controls using an awdiary movable flap to supply the balancing moment. These tests indicated
that ihe trailing flap balance -would be successful, and arrangements Im-re been made to carry
out free fligh~ tests on the device.
~ge momenk ha~e been taken on the Handley-Page type of balance ffap preciously
tested for lift and drag. The present tests complete this research. It was found that the
hinge axis should be about 35 per cent of the flap chord aft of its leading edge for best results
Fort-y-five per cent aft gives complete overbalance.
H~ge moments were aIso taken for a flap located on the surface of the airfoil in ordw to
complete a research carried over from last y-ear.
Tests are now under way to investigate the (‘dead center” action of control surfaces. fii~
models have been constructed to give a wide r~~e of control types.
.4irpZane parfs.—A series of fuselage models has been constructed and is now awaiting
tests. These tests are to supplement the tests on floats made last year. They are typical of
hravy desia- and are so selected as to gke very little overlap on the Army tests.
Tests on fittings and strearnhe wire ha~e been planned and the models prepared. These
tests are to suppIy information on the resistance of certain recen~ types of fittings and turn-
buckles. In connection with a research on streamline wire, four elliptical struts were gi-ren
tests for lift and drag. Further tests are under way to study the pressure distribution on these
models. The resuIts may shed some Light on the effect of changes in the cross section of stream-
line wire.
i?om,plete ai~plane nux7ek.-During the pas~ -year routine tests ha~e been made on 1S air-
plane modek. The routine tests are frequently supplemented by additional tests of a research
nature. k an example of this, several models were tested both as a landplane and as a sea-
plane, other models were tested with two or more types of tail planes, and whenever the need
was considered sticiant aileron tests were included.
The accurmdation of dat a through these routine tests forms a very desirabIe function of the
wind tunnel. The purposes of desi=m are not only satisfied for the present but the requirements
of the future are often filled by existirg test data.
Ligiiter-thawair. —Tests ha~e been made for the resistance of the water recovery unit used
on the Wien.andoah under various conditions. The only other tests of this nature have been on
se-reraI airship ancl kite balloon models suppliecl by private fires.
GeneraZ.—An automatic speecI control has been fitted to the S by S foot wind tunnd and
gi-ren thorough tests. It was found to function satisfactorily.
The plane table has been fitted with additional attachments to assist in checking models.
These attficlunents permit very rapicl and accurate checks to be made on the angles and chief
dimensions.
The balance in the 4 by 4 foot wind tunnel has been given a thorough overhaul and repair.
It no-w appears to be entirely satisfactory. Check runs on the same model in the 4 by 4 foot
and S by S foot tmnrds are in ~ery close a=~eement. The automatic balance in the S by S foot
tunnel continues to give the splendid results which ha~e characterized its operation from the
beg~ing.
—
—
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BUREAUOFSTAh’llARDS
Wind tunnel investigations. -The aerodynamical work of the Bureau of Standards has l-mm
carriecl out largely with the cooperation of the engineering division of the Army Air Service, tho
Chdmmce Department of the A.nny, and the national Advisory (lommit,tce for Amon~ll tics.
Tho equipment av-aiIable consists of three wind tunnels, one 3 feet in dianmtcr with a spcxxl range
of 11 to 150 miles per hour, one 4~2 feet in diameter with a speed range of ~z to 90 miles pm l~our,
and one 10 feet in diameter with a speed range of 10 to 70 miles per hour.
The program of testing ancl research for the engineering division of the Air Sorvico in con-
nection with the design of the RS–1 semirigid airship has been coneludcd by mcxwuromcnts of the
pressure at 50 points on each side of the selected fin surfaces and at 36 points on each sido of tha
selected movable surfacw for various presentations of thti htdl and nlo-va.~le surfaces to the wind.
TWO regions of localized high loading on the fired surface were found, ono along thg leading
edge and the other at the outw edge of tho fln. The rudder showed a rm-orsal of loading nmr
the roar cclge.
At the request of the enginmring division, a twin hull moclel consisting of two hulk sido by
side was tcstxx[, but the drag cocfflcimt ancl the unstable static moment wore so largo that.
further work was cliscontinucd.
In cooperation with the Ordnance Department,, a study has been made of tl~o effects of
systematic variations in the climensions of flat fins, the t~~pewhich has bwn found to be most,
dficient in the stabilization of aircraft bombs. The results are being analyzed in such a way as
t.o serve as a basis for the prediction of center of pressure position. The value of incroasi~lg tl]e
breadth rather thm the length has been shown.
Mcasurernents have bwm made of the drag of two airship modck in thv 3-foot an(l thti 10-
fooi tunnel in connection with the standardization program of the NTational Physical La,borafmy.
The characteristics of a standarcl airfoil have been measured in the ] O-foot tunnel as a part of the
same program,
A study of th~ design of traiIing bombs for use in free flight research has been made for t.lm
IVational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The study irduclcd the intmferrmce cffcxt on
Pitot tubes and the design of the fins to give stabiIity.
with cooperation of the INational Advisory Committw for Aeronautics and th(e Ordncmco
Departments, measurements ha-re been made at, Lynn, Mass., of the characteristics of airfoils
of the type used in propeller design at speeds approaching the speed of sound. TIM me~sure-
ments indicate that-the efficimcy of a propeller of usuaI design will falI off rapidly as the Lill
speed is increased beyond the speed of sound.
Stuclies are in progress at-Edgewood ArsenaI of the behavior of air streams from orifices
at speeds greater than the speed of sound. Photographs have been made of standing waves in
the stream as weIl as measurements on modeI projectiles in various positions rclativo to tho
orifice. These measurements supplement the work at Lynn and serve as a guide to furtl~c~r
measurements with larger orifices,
Work is in progress on a research for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics v:
the standardization of wind tunnel measurements and the investigation of turbulence. Studies
of the measwement of variations in static pressure and speed are in progress as well M a study
of the eff tict-of scale of turbulence on cylinders.
An investigation which is not directIy concerned with aeronautics but which is in tho field
of aerodynamics re~ates to the distribution of pressure over a prism with square bzse, tho object
of which is to secure information on tho subject of wind pressure on tall buildings.
Aeronautic instruments .section.-The aeronautic instrument section of the Bureau of
Standards has continued its program of cooperative research and development work in con-
nection with aircraft instruments with the h~ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the
hTavy, the Army, and other Government departments and private concerns. In addition, a
considerable amount of routine testing on instruments has also been carried OUL.
Ofie of the principal activities of this section during the past year has been the continuation
1A’tile development work on instruments for the United States NTavy rigid airship S’hewmdocd.
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A number of improvements have been made on ~.hesuspended head electxic air-speed indicator
used on this ship, with the resul$ that these instruments are now giving very satisfactory service.
The fabric tension meter refer~ed to in last year’s report has no-iv been in use for near~y a year
and is showing e-v-en better performance than had been adicipated. The electric resistance
gas and air thermometer developed duriug the preceding year has been mowed to give a more
open scale. This ia>trument meigbs only a quarter as much as does a German thermometer
designed for the same use. An investigation of gasoline flow meters was conducted early in
the year, on the basis of which a flow meter was designed at the Bureau of Standards aud a
number were constructed at the Washington Kavy yard for use on the Shenandoah. Other
instruments completed for this ship inckde a Liquid rate-of-climb indicator, an improved bubble
sextant, aud several special Iiqbid and mechanical type martometers. A barograph compensated
for air temperature md a camera sextant. for recordimg sun observations are aIso under con-
struction.
Instruments other than those listed above which were completed during the year for the
Army and the Xavy include a thermoaltigraph compensated for air temperature, a combined
altimeter and barograph, an improved surveying aneroid barometer, a port able mercuriaI barom-
eter, a mechanical type rate-of-climb iudicator using a leather diaphragg, a horizontal angle
indicator, and two static pressure type baHonet vohme indicators.
Fundameut aI theoretical and experimental researches have been conducted in connection
with the design and improvemen~ of aeronautic instruments. These include a continuation of
the investigation of instrument diaphra=gns, both metalic and nonmetallic, a study of the
characteristics of pressure elements, an investigation of instrument mechmisms together with
an smdysis of a simple toggle arm motion for use in altimeters, an extensive experimental
investigation of the friction of a number of types of small instrument bearings, and an investi-
gation of heLical springs for use in pressure elements. These various researches have three
objects in view: (1) The simplification, improvement, and standardization of instrument
mechanisms, (2) the improvement of instrument pressure eIements, &d (3) the obtaining of
performance data for various typee of pressure elements, bearings, and mechanisms for use in
design, and the dissemination of this information.
An increasingly important feature of the work of this section is the calibration of baro-
graphs carried in. flights made for the purpose of breal@ altitude records and the determina-
tion of the maximum altitude attaiued during the flight. During the past year the barographs
wera alibrated by subjecting them to flightAistory tests, i. e., tests in which the instruments
are subjected to the same pressure and temperatures and to the same rates of change of these
quantities as were encountered during the flight. In this way the temperature and ekstic
errors of the instruments are almost entireIy eliminated and an accurate determination of the
ceiling pressure ie made possibIe. When tb-ie pressure has been determined, it is converted to
altitude by means of the aItitude-pressure relation specified by the Federation Aeronautique
International. These altitude determiuatione are made for all tights in the United States for
,~which a statement of the altitude attained is submitted to the Federation Aeronautique kter-
natiomde for homologation. Fourteen such altitude determinations were made at the Bureau
of Standards during the past year from flight-history tests run on 21 barograpk~.
.MA5S.4CIZUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TI?.CEXOLOGY
?JXnd tunnels and in.strumenfal equipnzent.-The two wind tunnels, one 4 feet and the other
1’% feet in diameter, have contiuued iu use throughout the year, the larger tunnel being used
almost entirely for research work, while the sma~er serves the purposes of instruction and is
employed also in commercial testiug and in thesis investigation by the aeronautical studenk.
~Wochanges have been made in the tunnels themselves.
A K&w wire balance has been constructed for the special purpose of determining rolling
and yawing moments. A propelIer dynamometer, designed for use in test~~ propellers in the
presence of complete models in the Iarge wind tunnel, has also been completed and undergone
52201-2~
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preliminary tests. It furnishes the power necessary to run a one-quarter scale model of %Liberty
engine propeller at 5,000 r. p. m.
Airfoil tesfs.—The work on a standard series of airfoils initiated during the previous year
has been continued to completion. About 25 sections, incIuding bhose which appear best from
alI laboratories, have been tested under identical conditions, and those which seerncd most
promising in the first test were run at a number of different speeds. This work affords strictly
comparable data for the best-airfoils originated in Europe, as well as for those of American design
Model tests .—The practice of testing complete models for the Army Air Service has been
continued, and a large quantity of information on conlrol and stability characteristics has been
obtained. Special attention has been given to the determination of rolIing and yawing moment
due to ailerons, both on complete models and on standard airfoils fi~ted with ailerons of
varying spans and chord.
MiscelZuneows.-1n zddition to numerous tests of airplane and airship parts of variable
lift wings, etc., several aerodynamic investigations outside the strict field of aeronautics ha-m
been carried out in the -wind tunnels. An extended study of the aerodynamics of yacht sails
has been made, with the object of determining the best form and curvature for a sail, and a series
of tests on the pressure distribution over buildings and structures of various sorts has recently
been initiated.
Mc~OOKFIELD
Genwwl- The McCook Field wind tunnel equipment comprises a 5-foot, 1,000-h, p., 260
m. p. h. tunnel, and a 14-inch, 200-h. p., 500 m. p. h. tunnel. During the year the latter has
not been in much use due to its being moved into the large wind tunnel building and also due
to lack of sufficient personnel to carry on the various tests for which it is suited.
The large tunnel has been in conthuous use, handling 150 &ests at speeds up to 250 m. p. h.
Of this number 17 were airfoil, 24 model, and 1.5fuselage tests.
Air$ow examirmtion.-Tests were made for determining the proportions of the straightener
to be used in the 5-foot wind tunnel as a substitute for the temporary honeycomb installed in
1922, These tests were a continuation of air flow studies made in connection with tho 14-inch
wind tunnel design in 1918; the construction of the proper apparatus will be shortly completed.
P~ecision manometer.-A new 10-inqh presision manometer of the Whalen typo has been
put into operation. The gauge is connected direct to the -wind tunnel tmd records pressure
changes of 0.03 per cent at the top of its range.
Determination of hinge moment.—A study “was made for determining small moments on a
stabilizer-elevator tail combination.
Trailing edge jZap,-A model lXZ413 wys equi~ed with trailing edge flaps and tested for
lift, drag, and moment.
fi%~ft of burble point on multiplunes.—Further tests were run on multipltme combinations
in which the increase of critical angle in multiplanes -was shown,
Tail su~faces.—Tail surface-elevator combinat~ops, three of cliffering plan-form, three of
differing hinge-location, were tested for lift, drag, and moment at various angles.
Wing vilwation.—A preliminary rough ex~mination was made of the aerodynamic charac-
teristics connected with wing flutter accidents in full-size airplanes. Only an introduction was
made to the problem, but preliminary conclusions were formed that the mechanics of the f.iutter
phenomena were more important than the aerodynamics in determining this danger in aircraft.
TP–1–00–5 serie~ of tests.—Measurements of energy gradients in air ffo-ivin region of tail of
this model were made, using Pitot tube method developed in 1910. The purpose was to in-
vestigate causes of poor directional control noticed on a full-scale airplane during the moment of
take-off.
The effect of the proximity of the ground on the yawing control of this model was also in-
vestigated by introducing dummy ground planes in the tunnel, and the results were tabulated
showing change of lift find +ag for these conditions.
Teste of general interest.—ln a few cases during ‘the year 1923-24 the speed capabilities of
the 5-foot tunnel have been used. It has been fo~d profitable to incorporate in routine work
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‘ ‘speed, tests” of the minimum drag of modek at a@s of small lift up to a speed limited only
by the strength of the modeIs. we highest speed actually used in routine tests has been 250
m. p. h. on a small fusel~~e model.
The series of high-speed prope~er airfoil tests, commenced in the l+&&h wind tunnel in
19z1, me to be ~ont,~ued ~d ~fiended.
Heat hm.sfer.—A full-size 8~-inch wide section of a C@iss wing radiator with 68-inch
chord was tested for the purpose of checki~~ up its cooIirg capabilities with ~mht performance.
- While the airfoiI in which this section was mounted w-as fti size and the tunnel wall effect
therefore greatly exaggerated, the r~ults obtained were t.ho~~ht to be consistent with the usual
accuracy of radiation tests. At any r&te, the exponent of” V” was found to check the 1921 tests
made in the 14-inch wind tunnel on typicaI radiation surfaces; the B. t. u. transfer was shown
to be greater thzm is always obtained in &uht, with the conclusion that in certain full-size air-
planes there are conditions such as air pockets which lessen the proper performance of this type
of radiator.
l?ewkance of air-cooled yhder heads.-T_wo actua~ air-cooled cylinders were tested for the
purpose of investigating the change of resistance due to housing the valve rockers. The method
of support was by fine wire suspension, the main body of the cyLinders be~~ protected from
the air stream by large streamline shields, so that only comparative results for the two cylinders
tested were obtained.
O&eers’ MfiooZ%sz%ucttin.-h connection with the officers’ training school course at Xfc(look
. .
Field, a period of wind tunneI testing is included for various groups. In the present year one
—
period of approximately 10 days was devoted to this purpose, the officers tak@ part in the
wind tunnel operations and in the calculations of typical tests on airfoils and models.
REPORT OF COMMJ.TTEE ON’ POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAF-T
The committee on power plants for aircraft is at present composed of the folIowing members:
Dr. S. W. Stratton, Massachusetts hetitute of Technology, chairman.
G. W. Lewis, ATational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, vice chairman.
Henry .M. Crane, Society of Automotive Engineers.
Prof. I%rvey Nf. Davis, Harvard University.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Bureau of Standards.
Leigh M. GrifFith, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
Ed-ward T. Jones, enggeering division,, McOook Field.
Lieut. Commander E. E. TT-&on, United States ~avy.
F~-CTIOXS
The functions of the committee on power plants for aircraft m-e as follows:
1. To determine which problems in the field of aeronautic power-plant research are the
most importamt for investigation by governmental and private agencies
2. TO coordinate by counsel and suggestion the research work involved in the investigat-
ion of such probIems.
3. To act as a medium for the intercha~~e of information regarding aeronautic power-
plant research in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research on aeronautic power-plant problems in such laboratories
as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on caIl of the chairman and report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.
By reason of the representation of the Armyl the ~avy, the Bureau of Standards, and the
industry upon this subcommittee it is possible to maintain close contact with the research work
being carried on in this country and to exert an influence toward the expenditure of energy on
those probkms whose solufiion appears to be of the greatest importance, as welI as to ~void
waste of effort due to urmecassry duplication of research.
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The committee on power plants for aircraft has direct control of the power plants research
conducted at Langley Field and also of special investigations authorized by the commiitee and
conducted at the Bureau of Standards. Other power-plant investigations undcrtalicn by the
Army Air Service of the Bureau of Aeronautics are reported upon at the meetings of the com-
mittee of power plants for aircraft.
LANGLEYhfEfilORIALAZRONAUTI~ALLABORATORY
?7UEL INJECTION ENGINE—SprCLy photograpfiy.-The apparatus for taking high-speed
series photographs of sprays produced by fuel. inj ection valves has been further de~eIopcd.
Certain fundamental changes have served to elimimte a number of weaknesses, so that much
more satisfactory results have been obtained. ViTith this apparatus the illumination is pro-
vided by the discharge of a condenser across a spark gap, which condenser is itself chargecI by
a number of high-voltage storage condensers. The character of the electrical connections deter-
mines the ra~e of charge of the discharge conde~er and therefore the timing of succasivo
pictures of a series. Inductance coils which had been used to control the charge rate have been
replaced by a series gap and an inductance of comparatively great resistance. The inductive
resistance acts to limit the flow of energy, while the spark gap, through its -tendency to interrup~
the current after it reaches a certain minimum value, serves to disconnect the discharge con-
denser from the storage condenser. High-voltage alternating curreni is rectified by a series
of kenetrons for charging the storage condensers, the peak of the alternating current wave
being utilized for obtaining the maximum flow of energy by proper timing of the start of a
series of pictures. The ionization of the air at the main spark gap reduced the voltage required
for successive discharges, so that poor distribution of pictures was obtained. This difficulty
was overcomo by a blast of COj gas through the spark gap.
Pictures have been taken which show the d envelopment of the spray when using a 0.015-
inch orifice and a positively operated injection valve. The valve discharges into a chamber
filled with nitrogen, whjch prevents combustion and approaches actual engine conditions.
Nitrogen pressures up to 300 Ib./sq. in. and fuel pressures up to 6,000 lb./sq. in. were used, so
that the effect of both fuel pressure and back pressure upon spray tip velocity and dispersion
are estimated.
Pumps and wzives.—The further study of this phase of the fuel injection engine problem,
led to the construction of a special eccentric opmatod high pressuxe injection pump controlled
by means of the suction valve. This pump, in connection with a number of diaphragm injec-
tion valves, has been studied by means of special bench apparatus for determining the relative
timing of events. This work, combined with actiual engine tests with the same fuel injection
system, will enabIe a logical study of the elements of control.
The study of the load-deff ection characteristics of diaphragms suitable for use in inj cction
valves has shown that the usual theoretical formuIas can be applied only when the deflection
is exceedingly small in relation to the unsupported diameter. The practical application of
diaphragms in injection valves involves deflections far in excf=s of this fimiting valve, and this
work has given valuable information for the application of diaphragms to injection valves.
The discharge characteristics of a retied cam-operated pump especially adapted for high
speed operation and controlled by changing the pump stroke has been studied while discharging
in~o free air.
Fuel injection engine test work.—Efforts on actual engine work have been concentrated for
the most part on the study of the application of fuel.i.njection to the two-cycle engine with spark
ignition. A modified Liberty engine cylinder mou~ted on a single-cylinder engine base was used
for this purpose. The tests included injection diiect into the combustion chamber from n
number of different cylinder locations and into the air strwm at the entrance into the cylinder.
While operatio~ at light loads and low speeds has not been satisfactory, high capacity has been
secured. With external injection 51 b. h. p. was obtained at 1,400 r. p. m. giving a brake mean
effective pressure of 103 lb./sq. in.> ~~e~ ~~th ~ternal injection} slightIy over 80 lbdsq” in” WaS
obtained. The corresponding scavenging pressures are under 5% lb.[sq. in. Abouh 30 b. h. p,
.- .
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per c~linder is obtained with the standard Liberty engine at the same speed. ITo further com-
pres~on-ignition work has been done, because @e engi~e equipment was needed for other
work
Fuel chara.cteristics.-The vapor pressure-temperature relations of Diesel engine oil, wood
and ethyl alcohol, kerosene, gasoline, and benzol have been determined. This work was carried
0U6 by heat~o a certain quantity of fuel in an air-tight steel container to about 1,000° F. and
noting the pressures obtained. In case of several of these fuels, considerable pressure remained
after complete cooling and the remaining liquid was materially different from that put in. The
temperatures and pressures recorded gave furbher indications of importartt ohemicd reactions
at the higher temperatures, during both heating and coofing.
Determinations have been made of the coefficients of discharge of a number of orifices
such as would be used in simple fuel injection valves. J7alues have been established for dis-
charge under hydraulic pressures up to 8,000 lb./sq. in. and at va~~ temperatures into air at
pressures up to 1,000 Ib./sq. in., using DiaseI fueI ofl, gasoline, and water. When discharging
into air at atmospheric pressure, the coefficient was found to be practicably constant above 1,000
lb./sq. in. fuel prwsure, varcying between 0.62 and 0.75 for the various oritlce sizes and fueIs tested.
A critical pressure relation was noted, in discharging into compressed air. For any given
hydraulic pressure there was a certain back pressure beIom -which the coefficient remained practi-
cally constant, but above which it decreased rapidly as the air pressure approached the hydraulic
pressure. In these t~ts the critical air pressure -was found to be 0.3 of the hydraulic pressure.
Supercharging-Root-s t~pe.—Flighk s~udy of this supercharger involving work at high
altitudes with DE”4 and D’17-2 airplanes has been continued and the gain in performance due
to supercharging established. Supercharging increwed the practical cei@ of the DH4 from
14,500 feet to 31,000 feet and of the DT–2 from 18,500 feet to 28,000 feet. In the case of the
DT–2, supercharge@ reduced the time required to reach an aItitude of 1S,000 feet from 59 &n-
lltes to 33 minutes.
This type of supercharger has been applied to a service seaplane with a considerable gain in
performance. In this work, loaded conditions have been given particular afit.ention. Tlbth a
gross Ioad of 7,380 pounds (useful load of 1,500 pounds), the unsupercharged seaplane has very
nearly reached its ceiling after a &mb of 6,300 feet in one hour. With the same useful load, an
altitude of 8,000 feet was reached in the same time by superchargi~~ with but little decrease in
the initial rate of climb.
A new design of this type of supercharger has been completed that includes modMcations
as found desirable from experience with the present machine. Provisions have been made also
for a material increase in speed of operation.
5’wpcrcharging ah-cooled engine.—In view of the increasing need for supercharging service
en.ties, and the present importance of air-cooled en#nes, an investigation of the e%ect of super-
charg~p upon air-cooled engine performance has been undertaken. For this purpose, a Roots
type supercharger was adapted for use -with a Lawrance J-1 engine instalIed in a TS airplane.
Preliminary tests ha~e been completed in which a material improvement in airplane performance
was obtained without impairing the engine. An automatic observer was used to obtain com-
plete records during the flights. Some cylinder temperatures ~ere included in the observa-
tions, giving at 162000 feet a cylinder temperature of 360° E’. unsupercharged and 500° F. wbefi
supercharged to a carburetor pressure of 28” Eg. The maximum temperatures recorded were
420°1’. and 510° F., respectively for the two conditions. Tkh respect to airplane performance,
a chnb to 16,000 feet in 45 minutes was increased to 25,000 feet -in the same time b-y super-
char.giug.
Other supercharging probkk.-k connection with the generai supercharger work, it
became desirable to determine the e%ect upon power of air charge temperatures much in excess
of those investigated in previous work. Tests to determine this relatiort have consequently
been started with two t-ypes of modern semic.e engines.
The reIative performance of a normal aircraft en@ne, a supercharged normal-compression
engine, an overcharged and supercharged low-impression e@ne and ah overcompre=ed aRd
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overdimensioned engine is being further investigated. A series of tests have bee~ made with
the universal test engine to establish more definitely the loss in power encountered by throttling
a very high compression engine at the ground level so that’ ordinary domestic aviation gasolino
can be used without encountering serious detonation. _lncidental to certain phases of this ~rork,
investigations have been made with a number of_ dopes for suppressing detonation. This
general problem will be further investigated during the present year, both in flight and in tho
laboratory,
Power plant laboratory eguipmcn{.-Considerable study has been made of laboratory
methods of measuring air consumption of engines. While it appears clear that-pulsation effects
of single-cylinder test engines can be controlled to an extent where no harrnf ul effects arc
imposed, it is believed that the gasometer is the most q+liable means that lends itself conveniently
to work of this kind at the present time. Consequently a gasometer installation is being made.
Separate small synchronous motor generators are being installed to maintain a constant
excitation voltage on the dynamometers for the nicer test work.
The subject of engine indicators has been given consideration and a modern type of indi-
cator altered to increase its utility.
E~REAUOl?STANDARDS
Changes in engine pe$ormance resulting from changes {n compression ratio. —This investi-
gation has been based primarily upon tests of aviation engines in the altitude laboratory,
though a single-cylinder engine has been employed for cerhain phases of this work. The report ~
shows a.n increase in power and a decrease in specith fuel consumption to result from an
increase in compression ratio provided no serious detonation or preignition occurs. Compres-
sion ratios up to 14 to 1 were investigated.
Effect of fuel-air ratio on engine performmwe.—The report is based upon the work
of several years and deals primarily with the performance of aviation engines. In ihe report
it is shown that maximum power is obtained with approximately the same fuel-air ratio over
the range of air pressures and temperatures encountered in flight and that nearly minimum
specific fuel consumption is obtained by decreasing’ the fuel content of the charge until the
power is 95 per cent of its maximum value.
Performance of (lurtis D-1.2 engine. —This engine was tested in the altitude laboratory and a
report submitted to the Bureau of Aeronautics-of the Navy Department. The program of
tests authorized by this bureau is of so broad scope that when an” engine has been tested k
accordance with it one may predic~ with fair accuracy the performance of the engine under any
normal condition of operation at any altitude. The performance of the engine was excellent
from the standpoint of volumetric efficiency, mean effective pressure, and freedom of vibration.
Supercharging of aircraft engines.-A few tests have been made of the performance of the
D-12 engine under supercharging conditions. For the most part the work of the present year
has been coniined to the preparation of apparatus and instruments.
Ignition syNems. —A detailed study has been made of the performances of a group of typical
automotive ignition systems. The objects of thk ~York are (1) to find the performance which
usually may be expected of the ignition apparatus now on the market; (2) to test the correctness
of the theories of such apparatus as published in the literature, when applied to clifferent types
of systems; (3) to correlate design and performance-and thus aid the manufacturer in improving
his designs; and (4) to devise simple tests requiring only inexpensive apparatus so that the
small manufacturers or the purchaser of ignition equipment may obtain at least a rough idea
of its performance<
Phenomena of combustion.—This work is primarily an investigation of factors of funda-
mental importance as regards the rates of explosive gaseous reactions with a vie-iv to obtaining
a better knowledge of these recations under the conditions imposed by internal-combustion
engines. The use of the soap bubble as a constant pressure bomb has proved of great value in
the study of these reactions, Apparatus has been constructed which will permit the soap bubble
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to be used as a constant pressure bomb at pressures other than atmospheric. This -wiI1permit
a study of the effeck of pressure upon the reaction and flame velocity.
Fuels for high-compression en@mes.—A report covering several yems’ -work orI this subject
has been prepared for publication by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. It is
now in the hands of Lhe editorial committee of the power p~ants section of the bureau. It deals
with the requisite properties of a fuel for high-compression engines and comments at Iength upon
the phenomena of preignition and detonation. The performance characteristics. of alcohol and
benzo~ and blends of each with gasoline are discussed in some detail.
Dew point~ of .fuel-ai~ ritixfume.-Apparatus for detmmintig the minimum temperature
necessary to keep a mixture of fuel and air completely vaporized has been de~eloped and its
description is to be published in one of the bureaus’ scientific papers. The theory of the method
rests on the assumption that the initial condensate in equilibrium with the remaining vapor is of
essentially constant composition for the range of pressures and temperatures encountered in
the engine manifold.
Fuel atomization in ca.dkrebm. —This inv,est.igation has dealt with the fundamental factors
influencing drop size and the transportation of liquid fuel from the carburetor to the engine.
One such factor is discussed in a paper on the “Effect of the Degree of Instability on the Phe-
nomena of Round I_iquid Jets” which has been prepared for publication
Distribution ofj%eZ cewus en,giae perfomiiunce.-h~ easurement.s of the povier and spectic fuel
consumption of a single-cyLinder engine were used as a basis for calculating the effect of certain
inequalities of &stribuLion upon the performance of a mult,icylinder en=gine.
Engine tests of ZubriccMs.-A testprocedure has been deve~oped which seems satisfactory
for the comparison of oils on the basis of their stability and the rate at which carbon is formed.
These tests show, as did previous ones, thai the rate of carbon formation is dependent upon the
temperate of the combustion-chamber waIIs. The minimum rate of carbon formation appears
to be obtained when the fuel-air ratio is that giving maximum power.
Development of oxidation test for routine testing of mineral oiZs.-The stability, resistance to
oxidation, of mineral oik appears to be one of the factors which deteitie the life of such oik in
service. The oxidation test deveIoped at the bureau subjects the oil for two and one-half hours
to a-temperature of 200° C. in an atmosphere of oxygen. With the method as now used excellent
reproducibility is obkined.
f%andardtiation of znkometem.-%o viscometers, the Saybolt UniversaI for lubricating oils
and the SayboIt Furol for fuel oils, are standard for testing petroleum products. The accuracy
of standardization of these instruments has been increased and the standard made more perma
nent by the adoption of master tubes kept-at the Bureau of Standards, These tubes have been
appro~ed by the appropriate committees of the American Petroleum ktitute and the American
Society for ll%sting Materials. Considerable tiork has been done in coopiyation with these
societies in standardizing the constant temperature bath and method of test.
Investigation. of ~earing fticiiow—This work has consisted primarily of experiments with a
view to the obtaining of consistent and reproducible resuIts with the journaI friction machine
employed. A very fair measure of success has been attained, repeat curves showing quite satis-
factory agreement.
FZuidity of oils at Zawtemperahn+es.—This investigation has consisted in the development of a
laboratory instrument to give an arbitrary measure of the tendency of a-noil to flow at low tem-
peratures and in the use of the instrument on testing oik. The investigation has shown that the
present pour test fails as a measure of the tendency of an oil to flow at the low temperatures
sometimes encountered in the operation of an airplane engine, as under these conditions a parafi
base ofi shows a more rapid rate of flow than a naphthene oiI of much lo&er pow test.
AirpZane m.diators.-hfeasurernents in flight have been made of the air flow through radia.
tore mounted in various positions on a Vought seapkme. The method employed was firsi to
determine the relation between air flow and heat dissipation for the radiator in the laboratory
and then to determine the airflow in flight by measurement-s of heat dissipation. A hoti wire
.-—
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integrating anemometer was designed and used as an independent means of measurmg air flow
through a radiator in flight.
Wind tunnel measurements of air flow through radiator cores have been made at air spmds
of from 50 to 140 miles per hour. For laboratory measurements of air flow through radiator
cores, the hot wire integrating anemometer and a specially calibrated small Pitot tube have
proved superior to instruments previously used for this purpose.
A critical analysis has been made of the conditions governing the use of a Pi tot tube to
measure air velocity in a smaIl tube like a radiator celI. The analysis shows that four correc-
tions must- be ~pplied to the Pitot reading, these being due to (1) the acceleration of air at the
forward end of the Pkot tube, (2) the pressure drop along the cell between the dynamic and
static openings, (3) the effect due to a partial obstruction of a celI by the Pi tot tube, nnd (4)
the velocity distribution across the cell.
NEW ENGINE TYPES
Most of the energies of both the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department tind the
engineering division of the Army Air Service have been directed toward the improvement of
existing types of engines with particular attention to accessories. The Bureau of Aeronautics
and the Air Service are in close cooperation. in their developments and steps have been taken
to standardize engines, accessory drives, and accessories. A few new engine types have been
experimented with, however. The Air Service is developing and testing two radically differ-
ent engines. One of these is known as the cam engine and the other the barrel type or Almen
engine. The Bureau of Aeronautics has let a contract for an experimental heavy oil engine
with a view to further development of such an engine for use in lighter-than-air craf~.
The Navy’s heafi oil engine is being constructed by the Eastern Engineering Co. (Ltd.),
of Montreal. It is a two-cylinder, two-stroke cycle, auto-ignition, solid injection engine of
125 h. p. at-1,800 r. p. m. At its rated power it is required to have a specific fuel consump-
tion of 0.50 and to weigh not more than 3.8 pounds per horsepower. The engine is a conven-
tional engine in every -way and since a somewhat similar engine, as applied in automobile
demonstrated excellent flexibility, it is hoped that considerable advance may be had in the
development of this engine.
The Wright model “ J“ engine has advanced to the model J-4 type. The J-3 engine was
quite similar to the original Lawrance J–1. Fifty of these engines have been delivered to the
Navy. A contract has been let by the Navy for 155 of. the model J4 engines and this engine
wilI differ from the J–3 principdy in the fact that the steel cylinder sleeve has been flanged
for bolting to the crank case, thus replacing the aluminum flange of the model J-3. Consider-
able improvement has been made in the cooling arrangements on the model J–4 cylinder. The
valve seats are to be inserted and rolled in rather than cast in as in the J–3, and some changes
have been made in the cylinder head to eliminate hot spots. As a result-, the model J4 engine
on test has developed about 10 per cent greater horsepower than the J–3 at the same crank
shaft speed and has shown itself capable of running at 2,000 revolutions. The model J4 engine
has now run over 100 hours on a type test and has shown excelIent durability. iModeI J-1
engines in service have shown o~er 150 hours of reliable operation between periods of major
overhaul. It is therefore anticipated that the J-4 engine will be capable of prolonged periods
of operation without major overhaul.
As a concrete example of the comparative performances of the air and water cooled engines,
it has been shown that the Navy’s VE-7 fighter equipped -with a Wright 200 h. p. water-cooIed
engine and flown as a single seater has exactly the same performance as the modeI UO-I air-
plane flown as a two-seater observation airplane with radio and utilizing the Wright 200 h. p.
air-cooled engine. The difference, then, between air-cooled and water-cooled engines in the
same type of aircraft is the diilerence between one- seat and two seats plus radio.
As a development of the air-cooled engine, the ~avy is contemplating the investigation
of the Moss type supercharger gear-cbiven. This supercharger has been de~eloped by the
Air Service at Mc Cook Field. It is proposed to utiIize the supercharger for observation air-
.
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planes primariIy for rotary induction and improved distribution. By a change in the gearing,
ih is proposed to supercharge to higher aItitudes for fighters. By running th~ engine SL higher
speeds in fighters, it may be possible to utilize the lVr.i@t 200 h. p. enbke on shipboard air-
planes for both observations and &hters. ‘His is a most desirable soIution for the reason
that shipboard airplanes. must be of small size and weight and it is highly desirable to power
them with the same en@ne in order to reduce the maintenance problem.
Both the Air Service and the Bureau of Aeronautics are purchasing a few of the new
Packard lA–1500 and lA–2500 engines. These orders are de~elopme~t orders and the engines
are intended for installation in aircraft for @mht testing in order to bring out any possible
defects prior to the Ietting of production orders. The Air Service and the Bureau of Aero-
nautics have cooperated in the spec~cations for these engines in order that they may be made
standard to both services. The model lA–1500 is a 400–500 h. p. water-coo~ed en=tie of
extremeIy low weight per horsepower. The model IA–2500 en=tie is a 700–800 h. p. enetie
of similarly light weight. These engines incorporate many new features, such as improved
fight Cyhder co~truct,ion, t~ exhamt V~VeS a~d twin inlet valmss operated by one cam
shaft, dual SpIitdorf magneto, combined fuel and lubricating pump arrangements with a single
drive, and distributors located inside the V. Some of the er@nes .-will be equipped with
gears having a ratio of 2 to 1, wh.de others d be flown in the normaI -i-erticaI position and
others inverted.
The (lL&s D–12 engine has continued LOgive excellent results in pursuit type airplanes.
The Air Service has promoted the development of a new steel-backed babbitt bearing at the
plant of the AIlison Enatieering Co. These bearings on test have shown greatly improved
performance due to the ~~idi~y of the bearing shells. These bearings in the O-I.&s D–1.2
entitie have given exceIlent service rescdts and their adoption by both the Xavy and Army
is probabIe.
The ~avy has purchased 100 W&~ht T–3 engines for installation in a new combined
scout-torpedo-bombing airplane. These engines in service have shown themselves to be
&Ohly dependable. In service they are operating from 250 to 300 hours bet~een periods of
major overhaul. One of these engines in an SDW–1 seapIane has recently broken the worId’s
seapIane endurance record by remaining in the air 20 hours and 18 minutes. At the end of
the %ight the engine was stiLl in exceIIent condition, the ffight being terminated when the
gasoline supply was expended. Thwe engines have also been flown at 6 to 1 and 6% to 1
compression ratio and have given exceLIent results. ‘
Both the Air Seivice and the Bureau of Aeronautics are developing ah-cooled engines of
approximately 400 h. p. The Air Service development is being handled by the Curtiss Aero-
plane and Motor Corporation. The enbtie has been delivered and has shown excellent promise
on its preliminary tests. It is of 1,454 cubic inch capacity and is equipped with a Moss type
supercharger capable of supercha.r=hg to sea level conditions at 7,500 feet and used partly
as a rotary induction system. This engine weighs in t-he neighborhood of 727 pounds and is
a very smooth running engine. At the plant. of the Wright Aeronautical Corporation, the
IVavy is now testing its new modeI P–1 en=tie. This, like the Cm-ties radial, is an air-cooled
static radial It has a displacement of 1,650 cubic inches and weighe about 800 pounds. At
the present writing it has completed 30 hours of its 50-hour type test and appears a promis~~
development.
The development of aircraft engines by the two services has been a steady, rationaI one,
with the result that h@.ly dependable engines are no-iv available in every power from 150 to
800. The Wright model” E” is a 200 h. p. engine. The (lurks 5 D–12 is a 300400 h. p. engine.
The Packard lA–1500 is a 400–500 h. p. engine. The Wright T–3 is a 500–600 h. p. engine
and the Packard lA–2500 is a 600–S00 h. p. engine.
Attention has been devoted in both ser-ricas to the improvement of e@ne accessories,
It is hoped that greatly improved ignition equipment will be avtiiabIe” in a period of a few
months. The Air Service has deveIoped ~ flexible drive for fuel pumps and this is being adopted
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by both the Bureau of Aeronautics and t;e Air Service wherever the gas tank location renders
it desirable. This fuel pump will eliminate all air pressure fpel systems in the near future.
The ~eromarine Plane& Motor Co. has developed a new type stm%er for the Navy. In
this starter, the inertia of a small flywheel is utilized, to crank the engine on starting, The
starter is very light in weight and has shown very excellent performance, particularlywith large
engines.
In general, the Bureau of Aeronautics and the &r Service are cooperating very closely
in engine development and this development is taking the f orrn of greatly improved perform-
ance of engines -which have demonstrated their air worthiness.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT
ORGANIZATION
Following is a statement of the organization and functions of the committee on materials
for aircraft:
Dr. G. K. Burgess,.Bureau of Standards, chairman.
Dr. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards, y-ice chairman.
S, K. Colby, American Magnesium Corporation.
Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Industrial Research.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
J. B. Johnson, engineering division, McCo~k Field.
G. W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Commander H, C. Richardson, United States ~a~y.
Prof. Edward P. Wtirner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology..
Dr. Carlile P. Winslow: Forest Service.
FUNCTIONS
1, To aid in determining the problems relating to materials for aircraft to be solved experi-
mentally by governmental and private agencies.
2. To endeavor to coordinate, by counsel and suggestion, the research and experimental
work involved in the investigation of such problems.
3. To act m a medium for the interchange of information regarding investigations of
materiaIs for aircraft, in progress or proposed.
4, The committee may clirect and conduct research and experiment on materials for air-
craft in such laboratory or laboratories, either in whole or in pari, m may be placed under its
direction.
5. The committee shall meet from time to time on call of, the chairman and report its
actions and recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on m~terials for aircraft, through its personnel acting as a medium for the
interchange of information regarding investigations on materials for aircraft, is enabled to
keep in close touch with research in this field of aircraft development.
Much of the research, especially in the development of light alloys, must necessarily be
conducted by the industries interested in the particular development and both the Aluminum
Co. of America and the American Magnesiti Corporation are represented on the committeo.
ln order to cover effectively the large and varied field of research ORmaterials for aircraft, three
subcommittees were formed, as follows: -
Subcommittee on metals (Dr. G, K. Burgess, chairman).
Subcommittee on woods and glues (Prof. H. L, Whittemore, chairman).
Subcommittee on coverings, dopes, and protective coatings (Henry A, Gardner,
chairman).
Most of the research in connection with the development of materials for aircraft is financed
directly by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the INavy Department and the engineering division
of the Army Air Service,
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The Bureau of Aeronautics and the engineering division of the Army Air Se.mice in connec-
riion with the operation of tests in their own laboratories apportion and finance research problems
on materiaIs for aircraf~ to the Bureau of Standards, the Institute of Industrial Research, and
the Forest Products Laboratory.
At the be~innin~ of the fiscal year the chairman of the committee orLmaterials for aircraft
reques~ed suggestion as to research on aircraft materials from members of the committee
and others. The suggestions received can be divided into three groups: (a) Aircraft materials
no-w used and not produced in the United States; (b) new aircraft materials; (c) improved
processes used in fabrication, inspection, and protection. The -work of the committee during
the past year has been kirgeIy i.rdluenced by jhe suggestions received.
The necessity of uniform specifications for aircraft materiaI, particularly for governmental
service, and standards of size and shape for parts of aircraft were brought to the atkntion of
the committee. The committee decided that problems of this nature shouId come under the
activities of the Federal Specficatione Board.
Under the subject of aircraft materiak nob produced in the United States particular atten-
tion -was given to a substitute for parachute silk, and tit the request of the committee funds -were
protided for this investigation.
At the request of the committee funds were also provided for initiating the investigation
of fatigue tests at high speed. If possibIe, a high-speed fatigue-testing ma.ohine embodying
entirely new principles will be designed to give from 20,000 to 40)000 repetitions of stresses
per minute. This is one of the most difEcult problem~ in the experimental measurement of
the properties of materials.
Smco>nrmrlm OX->lETAIS
Flezural fatigue tes&.—The duralumin girders which form the framework of the fihemzn.doah
will not fail by “fatigue” in less than 40 years under service conditions. This has been shown
conclusively by the investigation, during the past thee years, of the properties of durahrmin
and steel, whie.h was made at the Bureau of Standards for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department. lt is probably the most extensive ~mvestigation of the properties of sheet metal
which has been undertaken in this country.
There were nine tests for both the steel and the duralti, of which the first five are often
used-(l) tensile, (2) hardness (Brinell, RocL~ell, and Scleroscope), (3) “Erichsen cupping
test, (4) chemical analysis, and (5) microscopic examination.
To measure the resistance of sheet duralumin to loads which may come on fiircraf t; including
abuse, tests were devised -which required new apparatus. These were-(6) reverse bending
about rolIers, (7) tensiIe impact, (8) repeated impact, and (9) a flexural fatigue test.
The fiexural fatigue resistance of thin sheet metal hae been measured for the fit time in
this investigation. Some of the duralumin specimens withstood 200,000,000 cycles of stress.
Mooring sp+-di’e of 77.S. S. “Shenandoah.’’-U~ the night of January 16, 1924, the airship
Shenandoah was subjected to a strength test of au entirely unforeseen character when the air+ip
broke away froti its moorings mast at Lakehurst. The airship was subject to winds of extremely
high velocity, approximating 75 miles per hour. The failure of a portion 01 the outer cover
of the Lop vertical fin -which lodged on the top verticaI rudder subjectea the ship to very violent
lateral and rolling forces. The load upon the bow mooring spindle became so great that it
defleeted and jzmmed in its bearings. This caused the torsional effects of the rolling of the
ship to be carried by the girders in the bow structure. As a resul~ the structure supportkg
the bow mooring spindle was torn out of the ship. At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, the Bureau of Standards made tests on the bent. mooring spindle to determine
the wind forces to which the Shenandoah was subjected.
Although the forces which produced a permanent deformation in the structure can not,
in general, be determined with accuracy, an approximate metiod of examination and analysie
was developed, applicable in the case of a ductile material to any axially symmetrical deformed
structme.
—
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The data needed for such an eslimate are the extent of the obser~ed deformation and either
the residual stresses or the forces necessary to restore the form of the structure, The Iat ter
method was used in this case.
To obtain the permanent deformation the spindle was -mounted in a lathe and by means
of micrometers maximum and minimum distances that the spindle was ‘{ off center” were
determined for various stations along its Iength.
The curvature of the axis was found by what was, in effect, a double differentiation of
observed data. Firsit- and second differences -were computed from the observed “of-center”
readings. These in turn were “smoothed, “ giving a curve -which represented the observed
readings.
The second differences represented, then the approximate curvature of the spindle at
each station, and though subject to large errors it is believed that fihey do not appreciably
affect. the Iocation of the maximum cur~aturej which would also be the location of maximum
stress,
The law of phwtic fIow above the yield point of the material was assumed to take place
at a rate roughly proportional to the excess of stress above that point. It was also assumed
that the load, under which the spindle was bent, was applied suddenly, as with a sudden jerk
and also that the reactions occurred at the bearings through which the spindle -was attached
to the ship.
Based on the above assumptions and by the used of a simple theory a moment distribution
was found which ga~e a fair representation of the load distribution which bent the spindle.
The spindle was then placed in a testing machine and the calculated moment distribution
duplicated. The load was first applied in the same direction as the original wind load to
secure an estimate of the range of elastic deformation as free as possible from the previous
deformation. At a load of 17,000 pounds, corresponding to a reaction of 9,880 pounds at the
mooring attachment, a further permanent-deflection of 0.003 inch was observed. A wind Ioad
of 10,000 pounds would therefore have produced a small permanent deflection in the spindle.
The corresponding extreme fiber stress is 2S,300 pounds per square inch. The material evi-
dently met- the specification requirements of 2s,000 to 36,ooO pounds per square inch yield
point.
The spindle was then turned over and approximately straightened under steady load.
Permanent deflection became noticeable at a load of 8,000 pounds (showing the effect of pre-
vious overstressing in the opposite direction) and increasing rapidly with the load. The load-
ing was carried to 23, IOO poundsj corresponding to a reaction of 13,400 pounds at the mooring
attachment-and an extreme fiber stress of- 33,4oo pounds per square inch.
The spindle was again mounted in the Iathe and off-center distances obtained as before.
The amount that the spindle had been straightened was obkained.
Analysis showed that the difference between the original bending and the straighhing
was of the kind to be expected from the difference between a suddenly applied and a slowly
applied load.
It was found that the material of the spindle evidently met specification requirements
for yieki point; that the axis of the spindle bent elastically approximately 0.14 inch out of line
for each 10,000 pounds of load applied at the mooring attachment; and that the Ioad was
certainly greater than 13,400 pounds, the steady load that produced the straightening in the
testing machine; and probably greater than the 27,000 pounds estimate by the rough theory,
The Bureau of Standards also examined specimens from fractured dwraIumin girders of
the U. S. S. S%enandoafi. The fractures were compared ””with fractures obtained from tensile,
tensile impact, repeated bend, and fatigue tests. The fractures in the specimen from the
Shenandoah -were found to be of the type characteristic of tensile or temile impact. ~on~ of
the broken pieces. showed any evidence of a fatigue faihre. This was confirmed by a rnic~o-
scopic examination.
Tests have also been made on an S. K. F. self-aligning roIler bearing, a duplicate of the
one now used on the U. S. S. Shenandoah, for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
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This bearing vras subjected to loads greater
evidence, however, of permanent deformation
Strength tests of airplane 6olts.-Airplane
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than those which would occur in service. Xo
-was found from these tests.
.
fittings are usua!dy bolted to the VT@ spars or
other member. Sometimes the load on the Wing causes a tensile stress in the bolts, but more
often it is a combination of tensiIe and shearing stresses because the load is not parallel to the
axis of the bolt.
To measure the strength of bolts for the conditions under which they are used, the Bureau
of Standards, at the request of the Bureau of ~eronautics, h~avy J)epartment, designed and
built a fitiure for holding air~lane fittings at Tarious angks in a testing machine. The strength
of the bolts, when failure occurred, was measured by the beam reading. It was found that—
1. If the bolt was put through the member so thzt the head came in contact with the
fitting, the strength was greater than if the nub came in contact with the fitting.
3. The strength of the bolt increased with an increase in the an@e between the axis of
the bolt and the direction of pulI. ‘Phis increase was greater for the boIts of large diameter
than for those of smalJ diameter.
SUBCOMMITTEE OX COVEBmGSy DOPE.% .41W Protective COATINGS
During the past year, at the Henry A. Gardner laboratory in Washington, extensive
in-vestigations have been carried on for the Navy Department in the development of fabrics,
dopes, and protecti~e coatings. The work that has been conducfied for several years on the
development of suitable fabrics for gas eel.k for rigid airships, has been continued, and improve-
ments have been made in such fabrics, in lowering the diffusion. and lengthening the durability
upon exposure. Continuation of the investigation of fuels based upon absolute alcohol-gasoIine
mixtures has resulted in further information on this subject., these fuek being in commercial
use at two stations.
A series of studies have indicated the necessity of protecting magnesium alloys with coatings,
and suitable protecti~e coatings ha-r-e been de~eIoped for this purpose. A rather extemive
—
test has aIso been made to deveIop the best kind of antifouhg paints for -the bottoms of air-
craft that remain moored for a considerable period of time in barnaeIe-infested waters. The
t-ype of coating developed has proved not only suitabIe for this purpose but has satisfactorily
withstood alternate exposure to air and water. Experimental work has been carried out in
the production of newer methods of doping wing fabrics to increase “the tautness and durability,
with -rer~ encouraging resuIts. A great many exposure tests are now under way in this direc-
tion, which it is felt will afford considerable valuable information.
At the Bureau of Standards extensive investigations have been conducted during the past
year in the development of experimental gas ceil fabrics for rigid airships. Two of the exper+
mental fabrics being developed have yielded most promising results, both of these being almost
completely impervious to hydrogen and heJium. One of these fabrics has already been subjected
to an outdoor exposure test, under outer cover cloth, o~er a period of nine months, during the
coIdest winter and the hottest summer months, without any increase. in permeability to gases,
and with but little change in physicaI appearance, breaking strength, etc. A large number of
sampIes of the other type of fabric men fioned above are being prepared for outdoor exposure.
The bureau is ako cooperating in the various work being done in bhe production of the numerous
types of coatings. lt has examined various types of fabrics submitted to the Bureau by the
Xavy Department for permeability and breaking strength tests. It has aIso been active in the
examination of dopes.
SmCO>l>lITTEEOXWOODSfi-D GliLTS
The Forest Products Laborato~ of the Department of Agriculture conducts practicality .
all investigations on the application of woods and glues to aircraft construction. Most of the
i&stigations are undertaken at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, TJavy, or the engineer-
~m division of the Army Air Service. The following are some of the more important invwtiga-
tions.
. /
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Formfactorsfor wing &mms.-The Forest Products Liaboratoryhas completed the fundamental
study of form factors and stresses in bending which has resulted in the development of formu}as
for accurately computing the form factors of various sections.
On recommendation of the subcommittee ori matejals for aircmd~, t~e National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics has published the results of this investigation in three reports:
Technical Report No. 180. The Influence of the Form of a Wooden Beam on its
Stitlness and Stre.ngih: 1. Deflection of Beams wiih Reference to Shear Defornm-
tmions.
Technical Report No. 181. The Infiueuce of the Form of a Wooden Beam on its
Stiffness and Strength: 11. Form Factors of Beams Subjected to Transverse Load-
ing Only.
Technical R-eport INo, 188. The Influence of the Fogn of a Wooden Beam on its
Stiffness and Strength: IX. Stresses in Wood Members Subjected to Combined
Column and Beam Action.
The complete report of this investigation gives the resuIts of a thorough and carefully
conducted study of the mechanics of ~ooden beams and presents data which are of fundamental
import ante in airplane wing design.
Toughness testsfor airplane woods. —Toughness tests on woods used in airplane construction
have been continued during the past year. In the inspection of wood for airplanes a method has
been found for a simple and expeditious mechanical test which can be applied to each piece to
determine its acceptability. A toughness testing machine developed by the Forest Productis
Laboratory has given most satisfactory results.
The toughness value as obtained from this machine reflects the relation of tensile to-com-
pressive strength, while specific gravity gives an indication of the compressive strength as well
as most of the other strength properties. The toughness test together with the specific gravity
determination constitutes an excellent means of separating material low in strength from that of
average or Elgh strength properties and serves as an efficient means for making acceptance tests.
Studies have also been made to find a satisfactory basis for inspection and selection of
suitable propeller materials. The material so far studied are -white oak, yellow birch, and black
walnut. The inspection method suggested provides for two acceptance toughness values for
each species. Those specimens having a toughn~ss value above the higher value set are accepted
without further inspection and specimens having a toughness value between the two acceptance
vaIues set must also pass the specific gravity requirernent~ w-hi~ethose below the Io-ive.stacceptance
value are rejected. This method has proved very successful in that onIy satisfactory material
now enters into the construction of propellers.
determination of fumdgntenkzl design factors in lattice truss and plywood forms .-This investi-
gation has been carried on with special reference to wing rib design. Considerable advance has
been made in the study of wing ribs which better enabIe one to select the type of rib to be used
under different conditions. The investigations to date on lattice, truss, and plywood wing ribs
have been very general, and the tests were planned with the thought that the final analysis
would lead to the de~eloproent of fundamental principles of rib clesign. A great deal of work
was done by the Forest Products Laboratory on the form of members in the lattice type of rib
and comparisons of plywood and truss types were made for various airfoils and chord Iengths.
Comparison was also made between the two types at various heights, parallel in chord and
sections of constant length in view of determining the limits at which to change from one type
of construction to the other. The analysis of results has not been completed and no definite
conclusions have as yet been drawn. The inxestigatio_q of this problem will be coniinued on the
development of a light web material to replace the ply-web material DOWused. The distribution
of material as determined by the form of the member and the attachment of one” member to
another will also receive further attention.
E~eets of stabs, molds, and decay on the mechanical properties oj wood.—The purpose of this
investigation was to stwdy the effect of fungi on the mechanical properties of the principal
woods used in the airplane industry, to further study the fungi themselves and to work out
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means for detect.inE fungous infection in its earI-y stages, and to siudy the control or prevention
of such infections. Many tests have been made during the past year on infected s@nce. An
important, destructive storage rot on spruce ‘was studied both in pure cultures and with respect
to the effect on the mechanical properfiies of the -wood. The effect of four fungi on the mechanical
properties of Douglas flr hw been tested with the tougbnqss machine and these results are ready
for analysis. The study of the dlect of yellow stain fungi on the mechanical properties of
commercial white oak are practimlly compIeted. The fundamental data on the relation of
fungous infection to the mechauicd properties have been obtained.
.lke of plywood in wing beams.—The Forest Products Laboratory from the data cornpiIed
during the past year on the shear~m strength of plywood found that it is desirable to use for
webs in I and box beams the plywood with the face of the grain at an angle of about 45° with
the length of the beam. A series of tests of wing beams for a large bomb~~ airpIane show that
box and double I sections of plywood webs give fully as good, if not better, results than the
original Warren truss type.
The further study of the use of plywood in wing beams should be made of several diflerent
types and sizes to secure data on the strength and rigidity of beams with plywood of diflerent
construction and to determine the proper relation between the thickness of webs and the depth
of the flange for clifhzrenficross sections. Consideration should also be given to the use and effect ,
of diaphragm construction of various types and sizes of beams.
Causes of h-azhness in wood.—The Forest Products Laboratory imwstigations into the cause
and means of detecting brashness in airpIane woods have been continued, but no ready visual
means have been found for detecting brashness with certainty. The most reJiable means of
eliminating brash material is by the use of the toug&ness testing machine. In the study of
brashness by the use of the test~ing machine, tests -were made on whit-e oak, yeIIo-iv birch, black
walnut, and Sitka spruce, and as a result of these tests the laborat ory has established limits f or
accept ante of the material.
Development of wate~proof glues.-The cold pressed blood albumen glue has been developed
to a point where it can be recommended for limited use with thin veneer, but consistent results
are not be~~ obtained with heavier stock. The resuk obtained in experiments to date indicate
that the cold pressed blood albumen glue has possibilities exceedirg those of any othw= glue now
available, and an effort shoild be made to perfect this glue to a point where it can safely be
recommended for general use.
The study of methods of bending wood and their .in,uence on strength.—l%e bending of -wood is
of considerable importanc~ inasmuch as a seriow loss of strength may resujt through the use of
improper methods. A small amount of work has been done on this investigation to secure
preliminary data in connection -with the bending of airplane stock, such as longerons, and it is
expected that the project will be continued, especially a study of the fundamental factors
involved in the bending of -wood and the development of a method which will result. in a maximum
abiiity to retain form.
-
PART IV
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
On recommendation of the committee on publications and intelligence, the IVational Advis-
ory Committee for Aeronautics has authorized the publication of 24- technical reports during
the past year, The reports cover a wide range of subjects on which research has been conducted
under the cognizance of the various subcommittees, each report having been approved by the
subcommittee concerned and recommended to the executive committee for publication. Tho
technical reports presented represent fundamental research in aeronautics carried on at clifferen t
aeronautical laboratories in this country, including the Langley Memorkd Aeronautical Labora-
tory, the aeronautical laboratory at the Washington hTavy Yard, the Bureau of Standards,
the Forest Products Laboratoryj the Stanford University, am-l the Masschusetks Instituto of
Technology,
To make immediately avaiJable iechnical information on experimental and research prob-
lems, the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has authorized the issuance in mimeo-
graphed form of another series known as ‘( Technical Notes,” of which 45 have been issued during
the past year, -4 list of the technical notes issued during the fiscal year follows tho summary of
technicai reports.
The Office of Aeronautical Intel~~ence, in addition to issuing technical reports and technical
notes, has issued translations and reproductions of important technical articles of a misccl.laneous
character. These have been issued in mimeographed form, and the number of requests for and
the importance of these papers resulted in an action of the executive committee authorizing the
committee on publications find intelligence to issue translations and technical articles to be known
as “ Technical Memorandums” of the lNational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Tn
accordance with this ~uthorization, the committee has issued 50 technical memorandums ofi
subjects that were of immediate interest not only to researoh Laboratories but also to airplane
manufacturers, A list of technical memorandums issued during the year folIows the list of
technical Dotes.
Summaries of the 24 technical reports issued during the past year, and lists of the technical
notes and tethnical memorandums issued during the past year follow.
SUMMARIES OF TECHNTCAL REPORTS
The first annual report of the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics contained
Technical Reports ITos. 1 to 7; the second mnual report, Nos. 8 to 12; the third annual report,
Nos. 13 to 23; the fourth annual report, Nos. 24 to 50; the fifth annual report, Nos. 51 to S2;
the sixth annual report, Nos. 83 to 110; the seventh annual report, Nos. 111 to 132;’the eighth
annual report, Nos. 133 to 158; the ninth annual report, Nos. 159 to 185; and since the prep ma-
tion of the ninth annual report the committee has issued the following technical rep or@, Nos.
186 to 209:
Report ATO.186, entitled “The Application of Pcopeller Test Data to Design and Perform-
ance Calculations, ” by Walter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, —This report
is a study of a test data on a family of Durand’s propellers (Nos. 3, 7, 11, 827 113, 139), which is
fairly representative of conventiord design. The test data are so plotted that the proper pitch
and diameters for any given set of conditions are readi~y obtained. The same data are pIotteci
in other forms which maybe used for calculating performance when the ratio of pitch to diameter
is known. These new plots supply a means for calculating the performance, at any altitude,
of airplanes equipped with normal or supercharged engines.
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The coefficients used and the methods of plotting adopted in this report coordinate the
results of a few tests into complete families of curves covering the entire range of p/D ordinarily
used. This method of analyzing test data enables an investigator to pIan txists systematically
and Ieads to usefuI application of test data.
Report No. 187, entitled” Flame Speed and Spark Intensity,” by D. W. Randolph and F. B.
SiIsbee, Bureau of Sttandarde.-This report describes a series of experiments undertaken to
determine whether or not the electrical characteristics of the igniting spark have any effect on
the rapidity of flame spread in the explosive gas mixtures -which it ignites. The results show
very cIearly that no such effect exists. The fkmevelocity in carbon-monoxide oxygen, acetylene
oxygen, and gasotie-air mixtures was found to be unaffected by changes in spzwk intensity from
sparks which ~ere bareIy abIe to ignite the mixture up to intense condenser discharge sparks
having fifty times this energy.
Report No. 188, entitled “Stresses in Wood Members Subjected to Combined Column and
Beam Action, ” by J. A. ~ewk and G. W. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory.-Thie report
is one of a series of three reports prepared by &heForest Products Laboratory of the Department
of Agriculture. The purpose of these papers is to make known the results of tests to determine
the properties of wing beams of standard and proposed sections, conducted by the Forest
Products Laboratory and thmneed by the Army and the Navy.
Report No. 189, entitIed “ReIation of FueI-Air Ratio to Engine Performance,” by Stamvood
W. Sparrow, Bureau of Standards.-The tests upon which this report is based -were made at the
Bureau of Standards between October, 1919, and May, 1923. From these it is concluded that—
(1) tith gasohe as a fueI, maximum power is obtained with fueI-air mixtures of from 0.07 to
0.08 pouncI of fyeI per pound of air; (2) maximum power is obtained with approximately the
same ratio over the range of air pressures arid temperatures encountered in fl&ht; (3) nearIy
minimum specific fueI consumption is secured by decreasing the fuel content of the charge untiI
the power is 95 per cent of its maximum vaIue.
Presumably this information is of most direct value to the carburetor engineer. A. car-
buretor should supply the engine with a suitable mixture. Thie report discusses what mixhmes
have been found suitable for various engines. It also furnishes the enhtie designer with a basis
for estimating ho-w much greater piston displacement an engine operatkg with a maximum
economy mixture should have than one operating with a maximum. power mixture in order for
both to be capable of the same power dev~opment.
Report lYo. 195, entitled “ Correcting Eorsepo~er Measurrnents to a Standard Tempera-
ture,” by Stanwood W. Sparrow, Bureau of S&n.dards.-The reIation between the temperature
of the air at the entrance to the carburetor and power deveIoped by the engine is discussed.
Its scope is Iimited to a consideration of the r~ue of temperatures likely to resuIt from changes
of season, locality, or altitude, since its primary aim is the tlnding of a satisfactory basis for
correcting power measurements to a standard temperature.
The tests upon which this report is based were made upon aviation engines in the aIti&ude
Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards. From the results of over 1,600 tests it is concIuded that
if calculations be based on the assumption that the indicated horsepower of an en@ne ~arim
inversely as the square root of the absolute temperature of the carburetor air, the values
obtained will check closely experimental measurements. The extent to which this relationship
wouId be expected from theoretical consideration is discwsed and some s~ogestions are given
reIative to the use of fihis relationship in correcting horsepower measurements.
Report ilro. 191, entitIed “Elements of the Wing Section Theory and of the WiiU Theory,”
by Mex M. Munk, lTationaI Advisory (!ommittee for Aeronautics.-This report contains those
results of the theory of wings and of wing sections which are of immediate practical
due. They are proved and demonstrated by the use of the simpIe conceptions of “kinetic
energy” and “momentum” ordy, fa.mdiar to every engineer; and not by introducing “isogonal
transformatione” and “vortices,” vvhich Iat ter mathematical methods are not essential to the
theory and better are used onIy in papers intended for mathematicians and special experts.
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Report Are. 19gZ entitled ‘[ Charts for Graphical Estimation of Ai~phme Performance, ” by
Walter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.-This report was prepared in
order to sirnplif y 4he estimation of airplane performance. Charts are given for esfinla~ing
propeller diameter and efficiency, maximum speed, initial rate of climb, absolute ceiling, service
ceiliig, climb in 10__m.irmtes, time to climb to any altitude, maximum speed at any altitude
and endurance. A majority of these charts are based on the equations given for convenience.
It must, of course, be understood that the charts giving propeller diameter, maximum speed,
initial rate of climb, absolute ceiling, and speeds at altitudes are approximations subject to
considerable error under certain conditions. These particular charts should ‘not be used as
a substitute for detaiIed calculations when accuracy is required as, for example, in military or
naval proposals.
Report iVo. i’93, entitled “ Pressure Distribution over the Wings of an MB–3 AirpIane
in Flight, ” by l?. H. Norton, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory .-This investigation
was carried out to determine the distribution of load over the wings of a high-speed oirplane
under all conditions of flight. In particular it was desired to find the pressure distribution
during level flight, over the portions of the wings in the slipstream and, during violent maneu-
vers, over the entire wing surface. The research was conducted at Langley Field by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the request of and wikh funds provided by the Army
Air Service.
The method used, similar to that described in N. A. .C?.A. Report No. 14s, consisted in
connecting a number of holes in the surface of the wings to recording multipIe manometers
mounted in the fuselage of the airplane. In this way simultaneous records could be taken
on all of the holes for any desired length of time,
The results obtained in this investigation may be briefly summarized as follows:
1. There occur in the slipstream in level flight, positive values of lift of 100 lb./sq. ft. at the
leading edge of the upper wing and negative values of over 60 lb./sq. ft. on the leading edge
of the lower right wing and the trailing edge of the lower Ieft-wing. Approximately 80 per cent
of the load at any point is due to reduction of pressure on the upper side, tending to pull the
fabric away from the supporting frame,
2. The values of Lift on the ailerons and wing tips in a sharp aileron roll are only slightly
greater than in steady flight.
3. The lift given by the wings when suddenly flattened oui of a dive is about 80 per cent
of the total dynamic load on the airplane, the fuselage and tail carrying the remainder, The
lift per square foot on the upper and lower wings under these conditions is in the ratio of 4 to 3,
4. The center of pressure coefficient on the upper wings remains under all conditions at
about 0.03. On the lower wing it varies between 0.53 and 0.32.
5. The distribution of lift along the span (moments taken about center line) is substant ially
equivalent to a uniform distribution under all conditions,
Report No. 194, entitled “Investigation of Slipstream Velocity,” by J. W, Crowley, jr.,
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory .—These experiments were made by the NationaI
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the request of the Bureau of Aeronauticsl Nvay Depart-
ment= to investigate the velocity of the air in the slipstream in horizontal and climbing flight
to determine the form of expression giving the slipstream velocity in terms of the air speed of
the airplane. The mebhod used consisted in flying the airplane both on a level course and in
climb at full throttle and measuring the slipstream velocity at seven points in the slipstream
for the whole speed range of the airplane in both conditions. In general the results show that
for both conditions—i. e., horizontal and climbing flights-the relation between the slipstremn
velocity V~ and airspeed V can be represented by straight lines, and consequent y the equations
are of the form
V,=mV-t-b.
Where m and b are constants.
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Report No. 196, entitled “Standardization Tests of ~. A. C. A. No. 1 Wiid Tunnel,” by
EIIiott G. Reid, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.—The tests described in this report
were made in the 5-foot atmospheric wind tuuneI of the ATational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at LzmgIey Field, with the primary object of collecting data on the characteristics of
this tunnel for comparison with those of others throughout the world, in order that, in the future,
the resuIts of tests made in al the principal laboratories may be interpreted, compared, and
coordinated on a basis of scientifically established relationships, a process hitherto impossible
due to the Iack of comparable data..
The work includes tests of a disk, spheres, cylinders, and airfoils, explorations of the test
section for static pressure and velocity disfiribution, and determination of the -variations of
air flow direction throughout the operating range of the tunnel.
Report No. 196’, entitled C’(comparison of hfodel Propeller Tests with Airfofi Theory,” by
William F. Durand and ~. P. Lesley, Stanford _University.-The purpose of the investigation
covered by the present reporh -was the examination of the degree of appro aeh which maybe anticip-
ated between laboratory tests on model airpla.ne”propellers and results computed by the airfoil
theory, based on tests of airfoils representative of successive blade sections.
It k known that the correction for angles of attack and for aspect ratio, speed, and inter-
ference rest either on experimental data or on somewhat uncertain theoretical assumptions.
The general situation as regards these four sets of corrections is far from satisfactory, and while it
is recognized thai occasion exists for the consideration of such corrections, their determination
in any given case is a maiter of considerable uncertainty. There exists at the present time no
theory generalIy accepted and sufEciently comprehe”hsive to indicate the amount of such correc-
tions, and the application to individual cases of the experimental data available +, ~ttbest,
uncert sin.
TlhiIe the results of this fist phase of the investigation are less positi~e than had been hoped
might be the case, Nevertheless the est ablishmenk of the general degree of approach between the
two sets of results which might be anticipated on the basis of this simpler mode of application
seems in any event to haTe been desirable and to have abundantly just tied the time and effort -
required.
Report No. 1.97, entitled “A ~ew Relation Between the kduced-~awing Moment and the
Rolling Moment of an Airfoil in Straight Motion,” by Max M. Munk, Xational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.-In this paper, the induced yawing moment, due to the rolling
moment produced by the ailerons, is computed. This induced yaw@ moment is the greatest
part of the entire yawing moment encountered by the wings. The following approximate
formuIa results:
Induced yawing moment, ~ about Lift coefficient
moment Aspect ratio
Report lNo. 19S, entitled “Astronomical Methods in Aerial Navigation,” by K. Hi-Ming
Beij, Bureau of Standards. -This report was prepared by the aeronautic instruments section of
the Bureau of Standards at the request of the lfationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
A part of the material was made available, by the courtesy of the War Department. from the
results of investigations carried out at the Bureau of Standards for the Army Air Service.
The astronomical method of determining position is universally used in marine na~cation
and may also be of service in aerial navigation. The practicaI application of the method, how-
ever, must be modMed and adapted to conform to the requirements of aviation. Much of this
work of adaptation has already been accompIishedi but, being scattered through various t.eoh-
nical journals in a number of la~au~ues, is not readiIy available. This report is for the purpose
of coI1.ecting under one cover such previous work as appears to be of value to the aerial navigator,
comparing instruments and methods, indicating the best practice, and s~ugest ing future develop-
ments.
The various methods of determining position and their application and value are outlined,
and a brief r&um6 of the theory of the astronomical method is given. Observation inst.ru-
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ments are described in detail. A complete discussion of the reduction of observations folk-mm,
including a rapid method of finding position from the altitudes of two stars. Maps and map
cases are briefly considered. A bibliography of the subject is appended.
Report No. 199, entitled “Interference Tests on an N. A. C. A. Pitot Tube,” by Elliott G.
Reid, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. —In connection with the standardization of
instruments used in the wind tunnel, this investigation was undertaken to determine the nature
and magnitude of the errors inherent in the measurement of air speed by a Pitot tube when the
instrument is mounted cIose to some other body. The mounting of the imtrument in proximity
to some other body is so frequent in flight and in w@d tunnel research that it seemed advisable
to investigate thoroughly the magnitude of the possible errors caused by suoh proxirni~y. The
results of this investigation will f acilit ate comparisons of the errors due to interference which
have been reduced to percentages of t+e air-speed readings obtained under conditions of no
interference.
Report No. 200, entitled “Some Problems on the Lift and Rolling Moments of AirpIane
Wings,” by James BIaine Scarborough.—This”report deals for the most part with the appli~ation
of the airfoil and twisted wing theory to the calculation of the lift and rolling moment of
airplane wings. Most of the results arrived at are strictly true only for wings of elliptic plan
form. The investigation aims to gi-re some indications of the accuracy with which the results
can be applied to the wing forms in actual use. ..-
Report IYo. .$01, entitled “ The IIHects of ShieIding the Tips of Airfoils,” by Elliott G.
Reid. —Tests have recently been made at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to ascer-
tain whether the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoiI might be substantially improved by
imposing certain limitations upon the air flow about its tips.
Ail of the modified forms were slightly inferior to the plain airfoiI at smaIl lift coefficients:
however, by mounting thin plates, in planes perpendicular to the span, at the wing tips, the
characteristics were improved throughout the range above three-tenths of the maximum lift
coefficient. With this form of limitation the detrimental effect was slight; at the higher lift
coefficients there result ed a considerable reduction of induced drag and$ consequently, of power
required for sustent ation. The slope of the curve of lift versus angle of attack was increased.
Report No. ,202, e~titled “The Sparking Voltage of Spark Plugs,” by 1?. B. SiIsbee, Bureau
of Standards. - This report has been prepared in order to colIect and correla~e into convenient
and useful form the avaiIable data on this subject, The importance of the subject lies in the
fact that it forms the common meeting ground for studies of the performance of spark generators
and spark plugs on the one hand and of the internaI-combustion engines on the other band.
While much of the data presented was obtained from various earlier publications, numerous
places were found where necessary data were lacking, and these have been provided by experi-
ments in gasoline engines at the Bureau of Standards.
The principal variables -Aich affect the sparking voItage are the length of the spark gap,
shape of the electrodes, gas density, electrode temperature, mixture ratio and turbulence.
The report also contains a brief description of the time lag effects in spark gaps, which is parLicu-
larIy important in the case of the standard gaps used_in testing iginitio~ apparatus.
Report No. 203, entitled “Accelerations in Flight,” by J. H. Doolittle of the Army Air
Service. —This paper was presented to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in partial
fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of master of science.
This work on accelerometry was done at Mc Cook Field for the purpose of cofitinuing
the work done by other investigators and obtaining the accelerations -which occur when a
modern high-speed pursuit airplane is subjected to the more common maneuvers.
The accelerations obtained in suddenly pulling out of a dive with well-balanced cIevators
are shown to be within 3 or 4 per cent of the theoretically possible accelerations.
The maximum acceleration which a pilot can withstand depends upon the length of time
the acceleration is continued. It is shown that he experiences no difficulty under the instanta-
neous accelerations as high as 7.8 g,, but when under accelerations in excess of 4.5 g., continued
for several seconds, he quickly loses his facuItiw.
.
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Report i?o. 204, entitJed “Forces on Airships in Gusts,” by C. P. Burgess; Bureau of Aero-
nautics, ~avy ~epartment.—In this report it is shown that in determining the instantaneous
angle of pitch, the acceleration of the gust is as important as its maximum velocity or yaw.
13itherto iti has been assumed that the conditions encountered in gusts could be approximately
represented by considering the airship to be at an instantaneous angle of yaw or pitch (accord-
ing to whether the gust is horizontal or vertical), the instantaneous angle being tan–l (v/W,
where v is the component of the velocity of the gust at &uht angles to the longitudinal axis
of the ship, and ~ is the speed of the ship. An expression is derived for tihis instantaneous
angle ~ ~erm of the speed and certain aerodynmm-ic characteristics of the airship, and of the
maximum velocity and the acceleration of the gust, and the application of the expression to
the determination of the forces on the ship is illustrated by numerical examples.
Report No. .205, entitled “The Effect of ~anges in Compression Ratio upon Engine Per-
formance,” by Stanwood W. Spmrow, Bureau cf Standards.-This reporb is based upon engine
tests made at &he Bureau of Standards during 1920, 1921, 1922, and 1923. The majority of
these tests were of aviation engines and were made in the altitmde laboratory. For a small
portion of the -work a single cylinder experimental engine was used. This, however, -was oper-
ated only at sea-level pressures.
The reports shows that an increase in brake horsepower and a decrease h the pounds
of fuel used per brake horsepower hour usually results from an increas~ in compression ratio.
This holds true at least up to the highest ratio investigated, 14 to 1, provided there is no serious
preignition or deto~ation at any ratio. To avoid preiggtion and detonation when employing
high-compression ratios, it is often necessary to use some fuel other than gasoline. It has been
found that the consumption of some of these fuels in pounds per brake horsepower hour is so
much greater than the consumption of gasoline that it offsets the decrease derived from the use of
the high-compression ratio. The changes in indicated thermal efficiency with changes in im-
pression ratio are- in close agreement with what would be anticipated from a cop.sideration of
the air cycle efficiencies at khe Tarious ratios. In so far as these tests are concerned there is no
evidence that z change in compression ratio produces an appreciable, consistent change in
friction horsepower, volumetric efficiency, or in the range of fuel-air ratios over which the
engine can operate. The ratio between the heat loss to the jacket water and the heat converted
into brake horsepower or indicated horsepower decreases with increase in compression ratio.
Report .hTo.206, entitled ‘ ‘Nonmetallic Diaplma=gns for Instruments,” by H. N. Eaton and
(1. T. Buckingham, Bureau of Standards. -This report, the second of a series of reports relating
to the general subject of instrument ditiphra=ms, was prepared by the Bureau of Standards at
the request of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The first report of the series
was published as Techuical Report hTo. 165, ‘ ‘Diaphra=m for Aeronautic Instruments,” and
comprised an out.ke of historical developments and theoretical principles with a discussion of
expedients for making the best use of existing diaphrangns.
The present report relates entirely to nonmetallic diaphra=m, the use of which in certain
types of pressure elements h~ been increasing for some time. Little, if any, information has
been avaiIable, however, to aid the desi=gyer of instrument using this form of pressure element.
It was to attempt to meet the need for such information that the investigation reported in this
paper was undertaken.
The report describes the various materials which have been used as nonmetallic diaphragms,
discusses the factors which affect the performance of the diaphragms, and gives the results of
tests made for the purpose of investigating the effect produced by th~e factors. A. theoretical
discussion is given in which it is shown that the tiective area of a nonmetallic diaphraagpn can
be computed for specfied conditions and hence the pressure-deflection curve can be predicted.
Curves are given to facilitate the computation of effective areas under any given conditions.
The theory was tested experimentally and was found accurate within about 5 per cenfi. Finally,
pressure-deflection curves are given to illustrate the control -which the designer has o~er the
shape of the curve by varying the different parts of the pressure element.
—
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Report No. XV’, entitled ( ‘Aerodynamic Characteristics of Airfoils at High Speeds,” by
L. 3. Briggs, G. F. ‘Hull, and H. L. Dryden, Bureau of Standards. —This repor~ deals with an
experimental investigation of the aerodynamical characteristics of airfoils at high speeds, made
at the request and with the fia.ncial assistance of the .National Advisory Commitkee for Awo-
nautics. The investigation was carried out jointly l)y the Bureau of Standards and the Ordmmce
Department, United States ArnIyJ find was made possible through Lhe courtesy of the Lynn
Works of the General Electric Co., where a large centrifugal compressor was made avaiIable for
the purpose.
Lift, drag, and center of pressure measurements were made on six airfoils of the type used
by the Air Service in propelIer design, at speeds ranging from 550 to 1,000 feet per second.
The results show a definite limit to the speed at which airfoils may efficieritly be used to produce
lift, the lift coefficient decreashg and the drag coefficient increasing as the speed approaches
the speed of sound.
The change in the lift coefficient is large for thick airfoil sections (camber ratio 0.14 to 0.20)
and for high angles of attack. The change is not marked for thin sections (camber ratio 0.10)
at low angles of attack for the speed range employed.
At high speeds the center of pressure moves back toward the trailing edge of the airfoil as
the speed increases,
The results indicate that the use of tip speeds approaching the speed of sound for propellers
of customary design involves a serious loss in efficiency.
Report No. 2(?8, entitled ‘ ‘The Determination of Turning Characteristics of an Airship by
Means of a Camera Obscura, ” by J. W. Crowley, jr., arid R. G. Freeman, Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory .—This investigation was carried out by the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics at Langley Field for the purpose of determining the adaptability of the
camera obscura to the securing of turning characteristics of airships, and also of obttiining some
of those characteristics of the C–7 airship. The method consisted in flying the airship in circling
flight over a camera obscura and photographing it at known time intervals. The results show
that the method used is highly satisfactory and that for the particular maneuver employed the
turning diameter is 1,240 feet, corresponding to a kurning coefficient of 6.4, and that the position
of zero angle of yaw is at the nose of the airship.
Report Ale, 209, entitled “Characteristics of a Single-Float Seaplane During Tak~-Ofl,”
by J. W. Crowley, jr., and K. M. Ronan, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.—At the
request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy- Department, the National Advisory CommitLee
for Aeronautics at Langley Field is investigating the planing and get-away characteristics of an
?$T-9H, a PT–1, and an F–5L, as representing, respectively, a single-float, a double-float, and a
boat type of seaplane. This report covers the investigation conducted on the N–911, The
results show that a single-float seaplane trims aft in “taking off. Until a planing condition is
reached the angle of attack is about 15° and is only slightly affected by the controls. When
planing it-seeks a lower angle, but is controllable through a widening range, until at the talm-off
it is possible to obtain angles of 4~to 15° with corresponding speeds of 53 to 41 m. p. h. or about
40 per cent of the speed range. The point of greatest resistance occurs at about the highest
angle or a pontoon planing angle of 9~“ and at a water speed of 24 m, p. h.
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Ju1y 1-14, 1!323.
234. Inherent Stability of Helicopters. By G. Arturo Crocco. Translated from Rendicont
dells R. Accadernia Nazionale dei Lincei, August, 1923.
235. Static Soaring Flight over Flat Sea Coasts. By W. Georgii. Translated from Zeit-
schrift fur FIugtechnik und Motorluftschiff ahrt, July 26, 1923.
236. Possibilityy of Profitable Air Traffic Between Lisbon and Rio de Janeiro. By Walter
Sherz, Translated from Luftfahrt, July 5, 1923.
237. Rigid Airships. By Friederich Stahl, Translated from Flug-Welt, Nos. 24 and 25, 1920,
and Nos. 1-4 and 6–13, 1921.
238. Monoplanes or Biplanes? By Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
239. Note on a Ne-iv and Simple Method of Dead Reckoning in Aerial Navigation. By Louis
Constantine. Translated from L’Aerophile, June 1–15, 1923.
240. Rules and Regulations for Endurance Contest of Aviation Engines. (Under the Auspices
of the Aero Club of France.) Translated from Concoum de Moteurs de Grancle
Endurance pour L’Aeronautique.
241. Spontaneous Combustion of Hydrogen. By Wilhelm Nusselt and Ph. Pothmann.
Translated from Zeitschriit des Verienes Deutscher Ingenieure, No. 9, March + and
No. 39, September 30, 1922. (Prepared by S.” N. Brooks,)
242. Factors of Safety, By Edward P, Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
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243. Aeronautical Record No. 1. (To June, 1923.) Translation of Chronique Aerommtique,
published by the Societe d’Etudes et d’lnformations 12conomiques.
244. Air Transport. By 1’. Handley-Page. Reprint from The Journal of the Institute of
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
Transport, l?ebr;ary, 1923.
Investigations of Aviation Accidents and Lessons to be Drawn from Them. By F. Deva-
luez. Paper read at the International Air Conference, hndon, June, 1923.
Remarks on Building of Low-Powered Airplanes. By Werner v. Langsdorff. Trans-
lated from Iler Motorwagen, ~ovember 10, 1923.
Methods of Experimentation with Models and Utilization of Results. By Lieutenant
Colonel Robert. Paper read before the International Air Congress, London, 1923.
Specializing for Record Breaking. By Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Aeronautic Instruments. By E. Everling and H. Koppe. Translated from Zeits&r.ift
des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure, April 1, 1922, Vol. 66, No. 13.
Ma,gnan Glider M-–2. By M. Andre Lesage. Translated from L’Air, January 1, 1924.
The Vector RuIing Protractor. By A. 1?. Zahm. Taken from Journal of the Franklin
Institute, February, 1924, Vol. 197, No. 2.
Effect of Changing the Mean Camber of an Airfoil Section. By A. Toussaint, March,
1924. Translated from La Technique Aeronautique, October 15 and NTovember 15,
1923.
Voyage of the Diymude over Northern Africa. By Lieutenant Lemtie= ~~Iated
from La Technique Aeronautique, January 15, 192A. -
The PracticaI Difficulties of Commercial Flying. By F. T. Courtney. Paper read before
the Royal Aeronautical Society, Scottish Branch.
The Cathode Owillograph for the Study of Lo-w, Medium, and High Frequencies. By
A. Dufour. Translated from L’Onde Electrique, &Tos.11, November, 1922; 12, Decem-
ber, 1922; 13, January, 1923.
Loss of the Dixmude. By H~oo Eckerter. Translated from Luftfahrfi. January 23, 192.4.
Motion of Spheres in Skill Fluids. By P. Hirsch. Translated from Zeitscbrif& fur Ange-
wandte Mathematik und Mechanik, Vol. 111, No. 2, April, 1923.
New Application of Principle of Variable Camber Airfoil. (Lachassa.nge System.) By
A. Toussaint. Translated from Recherches et Inventions, Jtdy 21, 1922.
Fatigue of Internal Combustion E&nes. By P. Dumanois. Translated from La Revue
des Combustibles Liquides, January, 1924.
Air Flow Experiments. By C. Wieselsberger. Transited from Report H. of the Got-
tiingen .4erodynamic Institu&e.
fight &rPIanes which participated & contest at Lympne, England, October, 1923.
Taken from Flight, September 20, 27, October 4, 11, 18, 192.3, and the Aeroplane, .4pril
4, September 19, and October 17, 1924.
UItra-Light Alloys and Their Utilization on Aircraft. By A. M. Portevin and Il.
DeFleury. Transition of paper read before the International Air Congress, London,
1923.
Wind Tunnel Tests of Correction Formula for Wings of Lwge Span. By C. Wieselsbwger.
Translated from Report II of the Gottingen Aerodynamic Institute, 1923.
A Method for the Instantaneous Determination of the Velocity and Direction of the Wind.
By E. Huguenard, A. Magnan, and A. PlanioI. Translated from L~ Technique Aero-
nautique, 1923, November 15 and December 15, 1924, January 15 and February 15.
Development of Wing-steered Messerscbmitt Gliders. Transited from Flugsport,
.kpti 15, 1924.
Device for Measuring Sound in Airplane En@@nes. By T. Robrovsky. Translated from
L’Ala d71talia, March, 1924=
—
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z~7. Air l?orces Exerted ort 13tream1ined Bodies with Round or Square Cross Sections, When
P1aced Obliquely to the Air Stream. By C. Wieselsberger, Zhnslatcd from Report ~
of the Goti%agen i%rodynamk Institute.
268. Velocity and Pressure Distribution Behind Bodies in an Air Current, By A, Betz, Trans-
lated from Report II of the Gottingen Aerodynamic Institute.
269, Experiments on the Resistance of Airplane Vilheels and Radiators. Translated from
Vers]agen en Verhandelingen van den Rijks-studiedienst voor de Luchtvaart, Amster-
dam, Part II, 1923, Report A64.
270. The Problem of Liquid lluels (for &rcraf t Engines). Ekmmmry of a lecture delivered by
Prof. Gino Gallo, January 26, 1.924. Translated from L’Ma d’Italia, March, 1924.
271. Balloon Flight and Atmospheric Electricity. Trans~ated from the German translatkm of
original Spanish by Emifio Herrera, Luf tf ahrt, April 15, 1924.
272. ~xperiments with a Device for Shortening the Glide and Landing Run of an Airplane.
Translated from Verslagen en Verhandelingen van den Rijks-studiedienst vow de
Luchtvaart, Pt. II, 1923.
273. Historical Notes on Aerodynamic Research. By Charles Dollfus. Translated from
L’Aeronautique, April, 1924.
274. Structural and Economic Limits to the Dimensions of Airships. By G. A. Crocco. Trans-
lated from Note di Tecnica Aeronavale, 1923. -
275. Recent Researches in Airship Construction: Pt. L Forces of Flow on a Moving Airship
and the Effect of the Control Surfaces. By K-Naatz. Translated from Berichte und
Abhandlungen der Wissenschaf tlichen Geselkhaf t fur Luftfahrt (a supplement to
Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftsehiffahrt), March, 1924.
276. Recent Researches in Airship Construction: Pt. ‘H. Bending Stresses on an Airship in
Flight. By H. Naatz. Translated from Berichte und Abhandlungen der Wissen-
schaf tlichen Gesellschaft fur Luf tf ab.rt (a supplement to Zei tschrift fur I?lugtechnik
und MotorlufLschiffahrt), March, 1924.
277. Recent Researches in Airship Construction: Pt. HT. A New Type of Nonrigid Airship
By H. Naatz; Translated from Berichte und--Abhandlungen der Wissemchaftlichen
Gesellschaf t fur Luftfahrt (a supplement to Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Motor-
luftschiffahrt}, IvIarch, 1924.
278. General Rules for ~Metal Aircraft Construction. By Alessandre Guidoni. Translated
from Rendiconti Tecnici dells Direzione Superiore del Genio e delle Costruzioni Aero-
nautiche, March 15, 1924.
279. Provisional Rules for the Inspection of Aircraft Adopted by the French Bureau Veritas.
Translated from the French by Paris Office, N. A. C. A.
280. Effect of Ratio between VoIume and Surface Area of Airships. By G. A. Crocco. Trtms-
lated from Note di Tecnica AeronavaIe, 1923.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERON.4TJTICS
During the year 1923 the committee issued a bibliography of aeronautics covering the
years 1917, 1918, and 1919 in one volume. It had previously issued a bibliography covering
the years 1910 to 1916 in one volume. The bibliography for the years 1920 and 1921 in one
vohune wiI..lsoon be ready for distribution. The bibliography for 1922 is in the hands of the
printer, and should also be issued during the coming year. It is the policy of the committee
to prepare and publish thereafter an annual bibliography.
Citations of the publications of all nations are included in the language in which the pub-
lications originally appeared. The arrangement is in dictionary form, with author and subject
entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. Detail in the matter of subject-reference has been
omitted on account of cost of presentation, but an attempt has been made to–give sufllcient
cross reference to make possible the finding of items in special lines of research.
PART v
THE PRESENT STATUS Of? AVIATION
THE PRESENT STATE OF TECHNIC.4L DEVELOPMENT
Science of aerodynamics.—Very satisfactory progress has been made during the past 10
years in the science of aerodynamics. The theory involved has been reduced to definite form-
UIS which in most cases are found to meet requirements.
The nature of air forces is fairly well understood, and the various types of air flow may
be studied analytically.
The methods of wind &neI testing and the interpretation of -wind tunnel results are
practically standardized.
A large number of ~~cellent wing sections have been developed. From wind tmnneI and
f;ee flight in-restigatiom a good “working knowledge” of the forces’ and moments on an air-
pkme is available.
A study of the present state of know-ledge in aerodynamics and the Limitafiions imposed
on the performance that can be obtained with the present airplane discloses the lines along
which future investigations must be carried oub.
The conventional type of airpIane is limited in its performance by the following factors:
The power-meight ratio, strength of structure, the characteristics of the wing sections, controlla-
bilky and maneuverability, and unknown facts concerning factors at high speeds and accel-
erat ions.
Airplane performance is limited by the strength of the, structure in that an increase in
strength will mean an increase in ~eight, unless better methods of construction or better mater-
ials are used. This is a probIem of the greatest importance, and is so tied up with other factors
that its solution depends upon exact knowIedge of str~es if the structural weight is to be safely
reduced.
To make it possible to compute accura.teIy the stresses in an airplane structure, an exact
knowledge of the magnitude and distribution of the loads over an airplane’s wings and control
surfaces under various conditions of flight must be known. It is imperati~e that thie knowledge
be made available, especially for the design of high-speed airpIanes of the pursuit t+ype. The
Ioad factor used in the design of pursuit. type airplanes is 12, and in flight, accelerations of 8 g.
have been recorded, indicating ho~ near it is possible to approach a loading which will cause
structural failure.
The number of failures of control surfaces also indicates the necassity of an react knowledge
of the loads or forces acting on the control surfaces and their relation to the forces on the lifting
surfaces. This information will greatly assist in the development of much needed design
factors for control surfaces.
Control at low speed is a matter of great importance, both for commercial and military
types of airplanes, as such ~ontrol would greatly increase safety in landing and taking off. This
subject has received very little consideration in this country, and the problem of increasing the
effectiveness of aileron and rudder control at low speeds demands immediate attention.
Associated with the question of control at low speed is the problem of reducing the landing
speed. A study must be made of reducing landing speeds by the use of flaps and sIots, but in
such study consideration should be given to the practical limit.afiion of each device, since aero-
dynamiedy z device may give great promise and yet at the same time invoIve such an increase
in weight or change of structure as to make it impractical.
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The present trend of development-in airplane design and construction is toward safety
and reliability. In the past too much importance has bee~ attached to the obtaining.of a high
power-weight ratio.; in new designs a reserve of power should be provided and the designs shouId
further provide for operation of the engine at a fraction of its maximum power output in normal
flight, which will greatly increase the life and reliability of the engine, “ the heart of the airplane.”
AirpZanc structures.-The cluestion of the relative merits of biplane and monoplane con-
struction is continually coming up for discussion. In 1~23 the monoplane seemed to be gaining
in favor, but in the types then constructed so much difficulty with fluttering of the wings was
encountered at high speed that the trend of American design is definitely away from mono-
planes. To avoid wing flutter at high speed, a monopIane wing must be built extremeIy rigid
in torsion, which requirement practically makes necessary the use of either a metaI or wooden
covering for the surface of the wing,
In this country there is ako a strong preference for the biplane in design for the slower
military types of observation and bombing airplanes. Wing flutter is not likely to give trouble
here, but there are other considerations which favor the biplane. In the first place, it is rather
difficult to secure good lateral control in monoplanes; secondly, the,wing structure can usually
be built with less weight in a biplane; and thirdly, the biplane gives a more compact airplane
which takes up less hangar space and is more easily handled. This latter point is of particular
importance in the design of naval aircra.ft which have to be handled aboard ship.
As a commercial airplane, the monop~ane seems to be a preferred type, especially for pas-
senger carrying. This is no doubt due to the fact that with a monoplane wing placed near the
top of the fuselage, it is possible to arrange the seating of the passengers so as to give an unob-
structed view below the airplane.
Materials—Metol construction .—A considerable advance has been made in the application
of metal construction to aircraft in spite of the fact that progress has been retarded by the high
cost of experimental work and the scarcity of orders for metal aircraft in quantity.
MetaI construction was first tried out on tail surfaces and landing gear, probably becauso of
the small size and comparative simplicity of these units. To-day it is common practice to use
metaI for the structural members of the landing gear and the tail surf%ces, although the fabric
covering of the surfaces has usually been retained.
The next step was the development of the metal engine mounting which was the precursor
of the metal fuseIage. In most of the recent designs metaI construction of some sort has been
used in the fuseIage. A framework of miId st eel tubes with a f abric covering is the most common
type. There is much variation in the details of the fuselage frames; some designers use wires for
their diagonal bracing, some use tubes throughout, some make all joints by -welding, while others
weld the vertical and diagonal members to fittings which are pinned and sweated to the longe-
rons. The surprising thing is the bold dependenc~ upon welding for the security of impor~ant
joints. WeIding is being used to-day as a matter of course in places where a few years ago its
use would be prohibited.
Fuselages of steel-tube construction are more durable than the old wood and wire constmm-
tion, offer better protection to the crew in the case of a crash, and are cheaper to construct,
They do not afford, however, any material saving in weight. Duralumin construction is more
promising in regard to reducing weight, and a number of different types are being tried out
including both the tub ular truss construction and the shell type of construction consisting of a
durahunin skin which is backed up with internaI framing.
The extension of metal construction to wings has lagged behind fuselages, possibly because
the conventional wood and fabric combination has proven very satisfactory for the climatic
conditions under which American airplanes operate. Then, too, the problem is a more difficult.
one. A number of experimental wings has been constr~cted using steel or duralumin for the
principal members, some with the fabric covering and others with a duralmnin skin, None has
been built in quantity, however, except the MO–1 wings which have built-up durahnnin girders
for the wing beams and use wooden ribs and fabric covering. An increase in the use of metal
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for wings is to be anticipated, especially in the heavier types of aircraft. Dura.Iumin is likely to
be the chief metal used.
Aircraft auyines.—The successful progress in aircraft development is reflected in the fact
that. we now have in this country eighfi proved engines in horsepowers ranging from 60 to S00.
The development of engines is in three stages-the experimental stage, the flighh test stage,
ancl the production stage.
For a horsepower range of 60 to 200 there is available the Wright a&cooled, 3-cyUnder
radial 60 h. p. engine, the Wright air-cooled, 9-cylinder radial 200 h. p. engge, and the Wright
water-cooled 8-cylinder 200 h. p. engine. All these eryjnes are in the production stage and are
proved engg~.
From 300 h. p. to 400 h. p. the Curtiss D-12, a 12-cylinder -water-cooled engine, is in the
production stage artd has given an exceIIent performance, especially in pursuit type airplanes.
From 400 h. p. to 500 h. p. two engines are avdable, the proved Liberty 12 and the Packard
lA-1500. The latter en=ge is SW in the fight test stage and ~ives e-wry indication of being
one of the most refiable and lightest engines ever developed.
The wright 12-cyli.nder T–3 engine answers present requirements for horsepower from 450
to 600. This engine is in the production stage.
From 600 to 800 h. p. the Packard lA-2500 12-cylinder water-cooIed engine answers
presenh requirements. Its performance is excellent and its weight per horsepower low. It k
stiII in the experimental stage, however.
Two 430 h. p. radial air-cooled engines are in the experimental stage. The two
engines are be~~ developed by difierent engine builders. The tests of these engines in service
wilI anewer the question of whether the 400 h. p. radial air-cooled or the 400 h. p. water-
cooled engine is better suited for certain rditary types of aircraft,
In the development of new engines for the services there seems to be no immediate demand
for high-power engines o~er 1,000 h. p. The new development will be along lines of
improvmg present typw w-i~h a view to increasing reliabilityy and decreasing the weight per
horsepower.
A{r.s%ips.—The technical development of airships duringg the past six years both from an
aerodynamical and constructional standpoint has been steady and the progress sat&factory.
In e.xperimerkal research with reference to tiproved design and operation of airships the United
States has now taken the lead.
The technical staff of the Bureau of Aeronautics has developed satisfactory design theories
for the general design of the structure of rigid airships as embodied in the Shenandoah.
The engineering division of the &my .&r Service has supervised the design and construction
of the .1M-1, a Iarge semi&id airship now nearing completion. The de~elopment of this ‘
airship has been carefilly planned, taking advantage of aH available facilities.
The National Advisory Committee for ~eronautics, at the request first of the Bureau of
Aeronautics and later of the &my &r Service, appointed special airship committees to report
on the design and construction of both rigid and semirigid airships. The committee was made
up of prominent engineers and resulted in extending the int er~t and knowledge of airship
design and construction. The work of the two committees is the first intensive study of the
airship by competent engineers not directly connected with an airship problem as such.
In the course of the airship developmenfi program m extensive series of tests was carried out
by the Bureau of Standards to develop accurately the properties of the various parts of rigid
airships. Further, the design theories developed have been supplemented by tests of a photo-
elastic model of the structure of a rigid airship, and further cordlrmation of these theories has
been found in the results of a series of strain gauge measurements carried out on the Shenandoah.
One of the fiekls in which the greatest progress has been made has been the determination
of the magnitude of the aerodynamic loads encountered by airships. The Navy requested the
Flational .idvisory Committee for .&eronautics to determine the air pressure, and hence the
loads, actually sustained by an airship envelope, fis and rudders, in &oht and in maneuvering.
~ long series of tests were carried out by the technical staff of the committee on the ~irship 0–?’.
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These experiments have produced a wealth of valuable information, laying the foundation for
the designer in determining the aerodynamic loads on airships.
When the construction of a rigid airship was undertaken by the Navy one of the most
dificulfi problems faced was the production in this country of duralumin, the aluminum alIoy
so successfully used in the construction of the German airships. Due to the efforts of the Navy
duralumin is now being successfully made and its manufacture is now es~ablished on a solid
footi~g.
Next to duralurnin the most difficult materiaI to obtain was the fabric used in maliing gas
cells for airships. Such a fabric had never been made in this country prior to the construction
of tke 5%enandoah. There are now two factories with trained personnel competent to manu-
facture this type of fabric in quantity. hi addition substitutes for the goldbeater’s skin,
used in gas cell construction, have been found and two types give promise of success.
The problem of producing an airship engine in this country has been soIvecl and there are
now available two models of eminently satisfactory engines.
The development of helium production facilities has proceeded rapidly, although most of
the effort has been ekp.ended on the actual production. hlany valuable improvements in the
process of extracting the helium haw been developed and as a result it is possible to predict
more efficient production at a Iower COS*
With the use of helium it was necessary to develop a method for preventing the valving
of the helium as the airship became lighter due to the consumption of fuel. A successful method
of water recovery from the exhaust gas from the engine is now in operation. It has been possible
to recover water from the exhaust gas to the utent of 1.2 pounds of water for each pound of
fueI burned. This is the firs~ time in airship history that a device of this kind has been used
and it makes possible the economical use of helium gas.
The ‘present status of airship development should not blind us to the necessity for further
research. In particular, there still remains much to be known regarding the loads encountered
by airships in flight. Full-size tests on the S%enandoafi ancl the Los Angeles should be made
to-determine the aerodynamic loads. At the same time a study should be made on the structure
of the airship by means of strain gauges. These stu~es are of especial importance in view
of the probability that future airships will have capacities of 5,000,000 cubic feet and more.
THE GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES CONCERNED AND WHAT THEY ARE DOING
There are four governmental agencies directly concerned with the use or development of
aviation, namely:
The Army Air Service.
The Naval Bureau of Aeronautics.
The Air Mail Service.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
THEARMYAIRSERVICE
The Army Air Service was established in its presen> form by the Army reorganization act,
approved June 4, 1920, arid at present functions under the control of bhe Secretary of War as
a coordinate combatant branch of the Army. The functions of the Army Air Service have
been classified first, as an arm of the mobile mmy; second, as an arm to be used against enemy
aircraft- in defense of all shore establishments; and third, as an arm to be used in coopcratio~
with other arms} or alone, against enemy vessels eng~ged in attacks on the coast.
The Chief of the Army Air Service has the rank of major genera~, The organization is
divided into six main divisions, namely, personnel, information, training and war plans, indus-
trial war pIans, supply, and engineering.
The flying personnel of Lhe Army Air Service at the present time is obtained by the assign-
ment of graduates from We~]t Point, by the transfer of junior officers from other arms, and by
appointment after examination of applicants from civil life.
.
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The Air Service has 845 officers vrith rating as airplane pilots, zirplane observers, airship
pilots, airship observers, or balloon observers. In addition about 51 disted men have the
ratbg of airplane pilot, junior airplane pilot., or airship pilot.
The following special stations are maintained by the Army Air Service and have the func-
tions specified:
Brooks Field, San Antonio, Tex. (the primary flying school).
Chanute FMd, RantouI, III. (the technical school).
Kelly FieId, San Antonio, Tex. (the advanced flying schooI).
Langley I?ieId, Hampton, Va. (the tactical school).
ihfc Cook Field, Dayton, Ohio (the engineering school).
Scott FieId, BellevilIe, Ill. (tihe balloon and airship school).
In addition there are a number of oiher fields occupied by tactical units which are under
the immediate command of &he corps area commanders in the United States and under the
department commanders in Hawaii, the Philippine Islands, and the Canal Zone. These units
are so located that at all times the ground forces of the Army may have the aerial observation
cooperation so essential in their peace-time training and when engaged in hostiie operations.
As a smaII nucleus for the development of an adequate air force capable of fulfilling that part
of the mission of the Army Air service as quoted above “as an arm to be used against enemy
aircraft in defense of all shore establishments; and as an arm to be used in cooperation with
other arms, or alone, against enemy vesse.Is e~maged in attacks on the coast,” the Army main-
tains, exclusive of overseas garrisons, one bombardment, one attack, and one pursuit group at
Langley, Kelly, and Selfridge Fields, respectively. ‘Thee tactical air force units are engaged
in the development and perfection of offensive and defensive aerial tactics, air strategy, and
the concentrated application of tactical air power. With the limited forces avaflable air defense
maneuvers have od y been possible of acc.omplisbmenfi on a smaII scale. The Army Air Service
has repeatedly proved the value of aviation as a peace-time agency by successfully employing
it in the f ollo-iving activities of a nonmilitary’ nature: Forest &e patrol; aerial surveying
and mapping; in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture in combating inseck pests,
such as the boll weevil and gypsy moth, and in other ways.
The enatieering division of the. Air Service at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, carries on
eng~ee~g expefient,s covefi~ the development of tirplanes, engines, armament, material..,
instruments, parachutes, studies of desi=m possibilities, night flyirqg equipment, etc. Briefly,
the enggeering division conducts engineer@ experiments which are of direct value to the
Army Air Service and in the general development of aviation. Airplanes are not manufac-
tured by any Air Service station.
Equipment to demonstrate the practicability of night flying was de-doped a.t MC Cook
Field and tested by 7,w30 miles of night fly@ between Dayton and Columbus, Ohio. The.
results of these tests formed the basis upon which the Air Mail Service inaugurated its present
successful night- flyh+g service.
The Air Service has developed aerial photography so that it is being used by many depart-
ments of tbe Government. In addition to its tactical application by all branches of the Army,
aerial photographs of huge areas of the Lhited States have been taken for the Geological Survey
and Corps of Ergineers. All such information gathered by the Air Service is made avaiiab~e
to commercial organizations. ..
The Air Service has started and operated air-ways between some of the principal cities of
the LTnited States and has prepared data on air routes and k.nding fields, so that -when com-
mercial flying reaches a stage where this information is needed it can be furnished.
The Air Service also trains a number of fl~~ cadets each yea-r who are given reserve com-
missions and are thereafter available as miht.ary pilots or are well qualified to be pilots of civil
aircraft.
A number of interesting and important flights, all having a. miLitary significance, have
been made by the Air Service. Among these may be mentioned the Alaskan fi”ght, various
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transcontinental flights, the Porto Rican flight, the dawn-to-dusk flight, and the round-the-world
flight. These flights have served their purpose ancl have brought home to the American people
some of tke possibilities of aviation.
THE NAVAL BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
The Naval Bureau of Aeronautics was established by act of Congress approved July 12,
1921. Its functions cliffer from those of the Army Air Service, due to a fundamental differ-
ence in organization, in that the Army Air Service is a combatant arm of the Army with its
own production and supply services, etc., whereas the Navy has no separate combatant mms,
naval aviation being an integral part of the fleet. The Naval Bureau of Aeronautic is charged
with all matters relating to the design, procurement, development, and maintenance of naval
and Marine Corps aircraft, and the carrying into effect of the Navy Department’s policies
regarding navaI a~iation. The hTavaI Bureau of Aeronautics furnishes all information con-
cerning naval aviation required by the Chief of Naval Operations, who, under the direction
of the Secretary of the Navy, is charged with the operations of the fleet (incIuding aircr~ft)
and with the preparation and readiness of plans for its use in war.
Flying personnel and aircraft units forming the naval aviation organization afloat are
under the immediate command of the commanders of the vessels to -which they are attached
when such vessels are acting singly, and they are under the immediate command of the senior
officer present when such vessels are acting collectively. The tactical command of aircraft
in 3 ight is exercised by the senior flying officer. The mission of such i-tircraft is to serve the
needs of the ships to which they are attached.
Provision is also made for fleet aircraft squadrons operating from airplane carriers or
tenders under the immediate–command of the fleet a,ircraf~ squadron commander, who is
responsible to the commander in chief of the fleet. Fleet aircraft squadrons operate as parts
of the fleet in the same manner as other coordinate arms of the fleet-surface craft and sulJ-
surface craft.
Another part of the naval organization provides for aircraft assigned to the naval dis-
tricts as a part of -the naval coast defense forces operating under the various district conl-
manders ashore,
The Chief of the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics has the rank of rear admiral, The organi-
zation is divided into four main. divisions, namely, plans, administration, material, and flight.
Naval flying officers are selected at the present time solely from Iine officers of the Navy
and of the Marine Corps. The present requirements are that they must be graduates of
Annapolis and have had three years of sea duty-be fore.leing selected for aviation duty, There
are, however, a number of ffying officers who entered the naval service during the -war direct
from civil life who have since qualified by examination as regular line officers of the Navy.
There are 630 officers attached to naval aviation, including 157 ground officers. Of the
total of 630 of%cers, 422 are attached to naval aviation ashore and 208 are attached to rmvtil
aviation afloat.
The following special stations have the functions stated:
Naval air station, Anacostia, D. C. (experimental and test work),
Naval air station, Lakehurst, N. J, (rigid airship operation and maintenance).
Naval air detail, Newport, R. I. (experimental torpedo work).
Naval air detail, Dahlgren, Va. (experimental ordnance work).
~Naval aircraft factoryj navy yard, Philadelphia, Pa. (repair and maintenance;
experimental and test work; storehouse and supply depot).
Naval air station, Pensacola, I?la, (training of flying personnel).
.4viation mechanical school, Great Lakes, 111. (training of avitition mechanics).
In addition to the above, the hTavy has four active and three inactive coastal air stations.
The principal activities of the Bureau of Aeronautics at the present time may be sum-
marized as follows: Development-of service types of airpl anesJ aircraft engines, and acces.soriw,
and their procurement, supply, and maintenance; providing naval aircraft units with the
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latest approved types of airplanes and equipment; development of rigid airships by assign-
ment of the Joint Army and N“avy Board, and of other lighter-than-air ackivitia; instahg
airc.raft on vesseIs of the fleet; development of aircraft carriers; development of launching and
arresting devices for airplane carriers and shipboard use; training of regular and reserve aviation
personnel; aerial photography and mapping; serological reports; maintenance of naval air
stations ashore; and cooperatio~ with the Army Air Service, the Xational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, and, as far as possibIe, with civiLiart aeronautic organizations, for the further-
ance of aviation development. -
TE02 AIR MALL SERVICE
The Air MaiI Service was inaugurated May M, 1918, the first route being behveen Wash-
ington and Xew York. It has been supported by arm@ congressional appropriations with- -
out having been defbit ely established by law.
-.
It is a transportation service directly operated by the Post Office Department under the
immediate control of the Second Assistant Postmaster General,
The personnel of the Air Mail Service totals 580, incIuding 42 regular airplane pi.lo~ and
5 reserve pilots. The airpIane pfiots, as well as the other personnel, are secured direct from
citi life without examtiation.
The flying equipment of the Air Mail Service comprises a total of 94 airpIanes, of which
there are 82 DE-4’s used for carrying the reds, 4 inspection airp@.s in good condition,
and 8 others that are not serviceable.
The Air Mail stations in operation number 15, extending across the country on the route
from Xew York to San Francisco. There is also an Air Mail genertd repair depot located at
Chicago, emp~oyiwg 115 men. At. this station airplanes are overhauled and rebuiIb, and spare
parts are stocked for alI flying equipment and ground ecpipment, especially that needed for
night flying.
In a special report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics submitted to
President Harding on December 20, 1922, at his request, it was stated that:
“ The fundamental purpose of the Air Mail Service is to demonstrate the safety, reIia-
—.
biIity, and practicability of air transportation of the mails, and incidentally of air transporta-
tion in general. In particular, it should—
“ (a) Develop a reliabIe 36-hour service between New York and San Francisco, and make
that service self-supporting b-y creating the necessary demand for it and charging a rate
behveen ordinary postage rates and nightAetter tekgraph rates.
“ (b) Keep strict records of the cost of the service and strive in ever-y way to reduce such
costs to a minimum, thereby demonstrating the -due of air transportsdion from an economic
point of view, and in particular making it possible for private enterprise eventually to contract
for the carrying of mds by airplane at a rate -which not only -would not exceed the income from
such a sertice but -would permit the Post Office Department to provide other postal airways
to meet the demands of the people for the more rapid transportation of mail, In the present
undeveloped state of the arit, it wouId be wholly impracticable to operate an air mail service by
contract.”
The Air Mail Service at the present time is conducting a.n experimental demonstration
of tthe practicability of night flying in the transportation of mail between New York and San
Francisco by air. The groumd equipment for night flying extends from Bryan, Ill., near
Chicago, to Rock Springs, Wyo., near Cheyenne, and mail is being transported regularly on
an approximate average of 41 hours for westbound maiI and 36 hours for eastbomd. The use
of the service is gmdually increasing, and the developments to date indicate that in a reason-
able time the service will be fully self-supporting.
The development of the Air MaiI Service has been a credit to American aviation. It is a
practical means for aiding the development of commercial aviation as well as a means for expe-
diting the transportation of mail. MaiI is bound to be carried eventually by the fastest means
available, and it ie safe to say thah in this age of progress the American people will demand and
will support a more or less generaI use of aircraft in the future f or carrying the mails.
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THE N &TIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was created by act of Congress in 1915
as an independent establishment. It is composed of” 12 members appointed by the Prwident.,
all of whom serve without compensation. Its membership is drawn from ofFicial and private
life as follows:
I?rom the Government service:
Two from the War Department (the Chief of Air Service and the chief of the engineering
division of the Ah Service.)
‘TWOfrom the Navy Department (the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics and the chief
of the material division).
One from the Weather Bureau (the cKlef).
One from the Bureau of Standards (the director),
One from the Smithsonian Institution (the Secretary).
From private life:
Five -who are acquainted with the needs of aei%riautieal science or skilled in aeronautical
engineering or its allied sciences.
The organic act creating the National Advismy Committee for Aeronautics provides:
“ That it shall be the duty of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to supervise and direct
the scientfic study of the problems of flight, with a view to their practical solution, and to
determine the problems which should be experimentally attacked, and to discuss their solution
and their application to practical questions. In the event of a laboratory or laboratories, either
in whole or in part, being placed under the direction of the committee, the committee may direct
and conduct research and experiment in aeronautics in such laboratory or laboratories.’>
The committee’s laboratories for the direct conduct of fundamental research in aeronautics
are located at Langley Field, Vs., where the facilities of a. large Army fl~ing field are added to
those of a well-equipped research laboratory,
The committee operates under rules and regulations approved by the President, It elects
annually its chairman and its secretary from among its members and also an executive com-
mittee, which in turn elects its chairman and its seret ary. The executive committee has imme-
diate and entire charge of the activities of the committee during the interim between the stated
meetings of the entire committee.
The executive committee has established three standing technical subcommittees, namely,
the committee on aerodynamics, the committee on power plants for aircraft, and the committee
on materials for aircraft. The organization of these subcommittees is patterned after that of the
entire committee, each having specially appointed representatives from the Army and Navy
Air Services, the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, the Bureau of Standards, and
private li[e, all of whom serve without compensation.
It is mainly through the insfirumentality of the technical subcommittees that coordination
of aeronautic research and experiment and cooperation among the agencies interested are mvde
effective, The subcommittees originate the programs for aeronautical research m their respec-
tive fields, find after such programs are approved by the executive committee the subcommittcm
receive progress reports periodically and keep in touch with the active workers in their respective
fields and with the progress of the investigations coming under their cognizance Through these
subcommittees, and largely by virtue of the opportunity afforded by regular and oflicifil contact
and personal acquaintance that result from regular attendance at meetings} complete coopera-
tion on the part of all responsible governmental officers concerned vrith the investigation of
technical problems in aeronautics is assured.
With the subcommittees functioning efficiently, and with their activities coordinated by
the director of aeronautical research, the executive committee is enabled to de-rote a portion of
every meeting to the informal discussion of general problems regarding the development of mil-
itary and civil aviabion, and these informal discussions are often of greater advantage in prmnot-
ing understanding and cooperativ-e effort than are formal or official communications.
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The committee’s acfiivities in the field of aeronautical development may be stated under
four headings as follows:
(a) The coordination of research and experimental work in aeronautics by the prepara-
tion of research programs and the allocation of particuIm problems to the various labora-
tories.
(6) The conduct of scientific research on the more fundamental problems of flight,
under the immediate direction of the committee in its own laboratory known as the Langley
Memorial ~eronautical Laboratory, at La@ey l?ield, ~Ta.
(c) The collection, analysis, and classification of scientific a~d technical data in aero-
nautics, includmg the results of research and experimental work conducted in all parts of
the -world.
(d) The diffusion of technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautics to the miLi-
tary, naval, and postal air services, aircraft manufacturers, universities engaged in the
teaching of aeronautics, and the public generally.
IrI addition, the committee holds itself at the service of the President, the Clongress, and the
executive departments of ihe Government for the consideration of special problems in aero-
nautics mhich may be referred to it.
The success of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in performing its important
functions depends fundamentally upon the foIlowi.ng facts:
1. Its members and the members of its standing subcommittees serve without compen-
sation, the Government thus receiving the services of men who would not otherwise be
availabIe.
2. The reason -why these men are walling to serve is because the commi~tee is an inde-
pendent Government establishment, reporting directly to the President, receiving its own
appropriation from Congress.
3. By virtue of such status, the committee is able to initiate and to conduct any inw&
tigation which, after full discussion by the subcommittee concerned, is considered funda-
mental or desirable.
.411 these advantages would be iost were the committee to be made part of any Govern-
ment department..
THE EXISTING SCHEME OF COOPERATION
ORGANUATION
The governmental agencies for effecting cooperation and preventing duplication are:
The Joint Army aml Navy Board.
The Aeronautical Board.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
THE JOINT ARMY AND NAVY BOARD
The Joint Army and Navy Board was created in 1919 by joint order of the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Na~ “to secure complete cooperation and coordination in a[l
matters and po~icies in-rolv@ joint action of the Arm-y and Navy relative t~ the national
defense.” The board is composed of three high-ranking Army officers and three I&h-ranking
hra~ o%cers, including the Chief of Staff of the Army and the Chief of ATaYa.lOperations. The
order creating the board further provides that “It shall also have the duty of originating consid-
erateion of such subjects when in its judgment necessary; and is responsible for recommending
to the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the hTavy jointly whatever it considers esserkiai
to establish the suflieiency and e%ciency of cooperation and coordination of effort between the
Army and the h’avy.”
*
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In order to provide an agency for detailed investigation, study, and development of policies,
projects, and plans relative to the national defense and involving joint action of the Army and
Navy, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy have further agreed:
Upon the orgariization of a joint Army and Navy planning committee, consisting of—
For the Army: Three or more members of the War Plans Division, General Staff, to be
designated by the Chief of Staff.
For the Navy: Three or more members of the Plans Division of Naval Operations, to be
designated by the Chief of Naval Operations— ,
the order establishing the Joint Army and Navy Board provides th~t ‘(the joint Army and Navy
planning committee ..will investigate, study, and report upori questions relative to the national
defense and involving joint action of the Army and Navy referred to it by the Joint Army nnd
Navy Board. It shall also have the duty of originating consideration of such subjects when in
its judgment necessary. The members of this comdtee are authorized to consult and confer
freely on all matters of defense and military policy in which the Army and the Navy are jointly
concerned and will consider ,this joint work as their moskimportant duty.”
THE AERONAUTICAL BOARD
The Aeronautical Board was created in 1920 by joint action of the Secretmy of War and
the Secretary of the Navy, and is composed of three oficers from the Army Air Service, and three
officers from the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics. The following paragraphs are quoted from the
order establishing the Aeronautical Board:
“To prevent duplication and to secure coordination, plans of new projects for the construc-
tion of aircraft, for experimental stations, for coastal air stations, and for stations to be used jointly
by the Army and Navy, ‘or for extensive additions thereto, shall be submitted to the Aeronautical
Board for recommendation.
“The development of new types of aircraft, or of weapons to be used from aircraft, so far as
practicable, shall be assigned to and carried on by one Air Service. This restriction sld not
prevent the employment by either Air Service of any types of aircraft or weapons which, after
development, are considered to be necessary for the accomplishment of its functions. Questions
relating to the development of new types of aircraft or weapons to be used from aircraft shall
be referred to the Aeronautical Board for recommendation as to wtich h Service shall be
charged with the development.
“AU information pertaining to experiments in co~nection with aviation shall be exchanged
promptly between the Army and Navy Air Services.
“Whenever possible, training and other facilities of either Air Service shall be made avail-
able for} or to be used by, the other service.
“Before arranging to purchase aircraft, each service shall attempt to secure aircraft of the
type desired from or through the other service.
“b the interests of economy, heavier-than-air craft shall be provided in preference to
nonrigid, semirigid, or rigid dirigibles whenever the former can satisfactorily perform the service
required.
“AU estimates of appropriations for the Army and Navy aviation programs shall be pre-
sented to the Aeronautical Board for review and recommendation before submission to Cong-
ress.”
THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics functions under the Presdient as an
independent Government establishment created by act of Congress in 1915, for the supervision
and direction of the scientific study of the problems of flight, with a view to their practical
solution. It conducts scientific research on the more fundamental problems of flight, and in
the exercise of its functions as a coordinating agency it allocates to other agencies, governmental
and private, investigations in aeronautics for which they may be peculiarly fitted, thus mar-
shaling the talent of the American peopIe for the advancement of the science of aeronautics.
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The reggar and official ‘cent act, through membership on the main commifitee and on its
various subcommittees, of representatives of the Army and N.av-y Air Services with each other
and with specially appointed representatives of the Bureau of Standards, educational ins5itm-
tions, and independent enterprises that are ai~~ in the solution of technical problems in
aeronautics, serves to prevent unnecessary dupIicntion of eflort, f acilit ate the int.ercha~we of
ideas between ~ereDt groups of workers, and develops a mutual understanding that makes
for the greatest possible advancement in the science of aerobatics.
The committee’s unique f&cilities for aeronautical re~earch are also utilized in the making
of special investigations on request of either the &my Air Service, the Naval Bureau of Aero-
nautics, or the Air Mail Service, and the same fac.il.ities are available for the conduct of special
investigations for private firms or individuals, provided that they defray the aiitual cost thereof.
The committee invites special attention to the fact that the Bureau of Standards has
been of great assistance in the study of technical problems in aeronautics for which it had
adequate facilities. The same may be said of the Weather Bureau in the study of meteoro-
logical problems and their relation to aviation; of the Forest Products Laboratory in the
study of wood probIems; and of the Bureau of Mines in. the development of helium. It has
been the policy of the committee to assign to the Bureau of Standards investigations for
which it was peculiarly well equipped, and the committee has encouraged *he use of that
bureau’s facilities by the Army and Navy Air Services. The facilities of educational institu-
tions, notably the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Stanford University, have also
been utilized by the Government to advantage in the investiga~ion of aeronautic problems.
. POLICY OF THE ARMY AND NAVY RELATING TO AIRCR+FT’
The follow@ policy of the Army and Navy relating to aircraft has been approved by the
Joint Army and Navy Board and by the War and Navy Departments, and has been published
to the services for their information and guidance.
“Aircraft to be used in the operations of war shall be designated:
“ (a) Army aircraft.
“ (b) wavy aircraft.
“ (c) Marine aircraft.
“Army aircraft are those provided by the War Department and manned by Army per-
sonneI.
‘r h’avy aircraft are those provided by the Navy Department and manned by Na~” per-
sonneI.
“ Marine aircraft are those provided by the Navy Department and manned by Marine
Corps personnel.
“The marine air service is a branch of the naval air service.
“ The functions of the Army, N_avy, and marine aircraft are as follows: ‘.
‘(Army aiw-a~t.-operations from bases on shore-
“ (a) As an arni of the mobile army.
“ (6) Against enemy aircraft in defense of all shore estabhshments.
“ (c) Alone or in cooperation with other arms of the Army or with the ~avy, against
enemy vessels emgaged in attacks on the coast such as—
“1. Bombardment of the coast.
“II. Operations preparatory to or of landing troops.
“III. Operations such as mine laying or attacks on shipping in the vicinity
of defended ports.
‘t .iiawy az%ra,,t.—Operations from mobile floating bases or from naval air stafiions on
shore—
“ (a) As an arm of the fleet.
“ (b) l?or overseas scouting.
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“ (c) Against enemy establishments on shore fihen such operations are conducted in
cooperation with other types of naval forces, or alone when their mi~ion is
primarily naval,
“ (d) To protect coastal sea communications by——
“ 1, Recormaissance and patrol of coastal sea, areas.
“11. Convoy operations.
“111. Attacks on enemy submarines, aircraft, or “surface vessels engaged
in trade pnmention, or in passage &rough the sea area.
“ (e) Alone or in cooperation with other arms of the Navy, or with the Army, against
enemy vessels engaged in attacks on the coast-.
“ Marine aircm#.-The functions normally twsigned to Army aircraft shall be performed
by the marine aircraft when the operations are in connection with an advance baw in which
operations of the Army are not represented, When Army and marine aircraft are coopwating
on shore, the control of their operations shall be governed by the one hundred and twentieth
article of war, United States Army,
“ The functions of aircraft assigned under Army (c) and Navy (e) are a duplication of
functions. In such operations cooperation is vital to success. Such cooperation shall he
governed by the following provisions:
“ (a) The naval district forces, vessels and aircraft, wiIl never be strong enough to
prevent an attack on the coast by major units of the enemy fleet. TVhen, there-
fore, an enemy force of a strength greatly superior to that of the naval forco
available for use against–it approaches the coast- the commander= of the naval
force shall inform the commander of the Army department of the situation;
shall assume that the Army has a paramount interest in the operation, and
sbaIl coordinate the operation of the naval forces with those of the military
forces.
“ (b) If, however, the conditions are such that the enemy is, or can be, engaged by a
naval force approximating in strength to that of the enemy, the commander
of the Army department shall be so informed and he shall assume th~ Navy
has a paramount interest in the operation and shall coordinate the operations of
the military forces with those of the naval forces,
“The functions of aircraft above assigned shall govern in the production of aviation cquip-
menfi, training of aviation personnel, and establishment of air stations for the War and Navy
Departments. Such assignment shall not prevent the employment of Army and marine
aircraft in naval functions upon the request of the senior naval oficer present or vice versa,
the employment of naval aircraft.in Army functions upon request of the senior Army or marine
of%cer present on shore; nor shall it prevent, the employment of Army, Navy, or marine aircraf b
when no other Air Service is cooperating in the operation> in any manner which shall be most–
effective in accomplishing the mission of ‘the force.
“MI questions regarding the policy of the War and Navy Departments with regard to tha
tactical and strategical functions of aircraft, and to the location of air stations, shall be address-cd
to the joint board for consideration and recommendation to the Secretary of War and “the
Secretary of the Navy. ”
THE INCREASING IMPORTANCE OF AIRCRAFT IN WARFARE
The Limitation of Armaments Conference held in Washington in 1921–22 on invitation
of President Harding examined into the possibility of limiting aviation development for war
purposes and limiting the use of aircraft in warfare. A special committee of aviation experts
representing the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan was appointed. That
committee submitted a report which reviewed the situation at-length. The “final conclusions”
of the report follow:
“The committee is of the opinion that it is not practicable to impose any effective limitat-
ions upon the numbers or characteristics of aircraft, either commercial or military, except-in
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the single case of lighter-than-air craft.. The committee is of the optiIon that the use of aircraft
in -warfare should be governed by the rules of warfare as adapted to aircraft by a further con-
ference which should be held at a later date.”
The fact that the Limitation of &maments Conference placed no restriction on the develop-
ment and application of aircraft for war purposes assures the greater relative importance of
aircraft in future warfare. It is a maxim of military science that an army and a nation must
be adaptable to changes in time of war. The best laid plans, whether for offensive or defensi~e
warfare, are usually upset either by the success of the enemy or by changes and developments
in the art of warfare. No one can foretell at this time what the use of aircraft will be in future
wars, nor even in the next WM. It is safe to say that there will be individual and group fighting
in the aiq there will be aircraft attacking troops on the grou~d, both with bombs dropped
from great heights and with machine guns mounted on low-flying aircraft protected by armor
from ordinary rifle bullets; there WW be bombing of large cities, rnilit ary and manufacturing
centers, and routes of communication and transportation. And it has been proposed that
aircraft be use’d to drop poisonous gases not only on the enemy’s troops but also behind the
lines Imd in the centers of population, to the same extent that long-distance bombing will be
carried on. The bombs carried may not be limited to explosives and poisonous gases bu~ may
possibly be loaded with germs to spread disease and pestilence. Without limitations on the
uses of aircraft in ~arfare a nation fighting -with its back to the wa~ can not be expected to
omit to use desperate means to stave off defeat. The uses of aircraft in warfare would then
be limited ordy by the. inability of human ingenuity to conceive further uses for this new
agency of destruction.
A conference was held at The Hague in 1923, attended by delegates of the United States,
which drafted rules and regulations covering the use of aircraft in war. There was evident a
tendency to minimize as rquch as possible aircraft attack upon centers of population with the
resuhing consequences to noncombatants and to restrict such attacks to what are mifitary
objectives. In spite of the rules thus formulated, and even if they should be universally adopted,
it is stilI inevitable that aircraft attacks would greatly terrify and undoubtedly seriously injure
and damage many -who have heretofore been classed as noncombatants.
It is believed quite probable that if the nations of the world do maintain adequate air
forces, this may tend to the adjustment of international disagreements by conference, as the
delegates to such conferences will have the strong backing of their national air forces capable
of such destructive effect as that indicated above. TVhen -wars were foughti within a limited
territory by ground troops, the na~ional pah-iotism of noncombatants strong~y supported their
armed forces, bui in future wars when air power becomes z most vital factor in national defense,
theate~ of operation fl no longer be limited to restricted territories, and noncombatants will
‘probably and unavoidably be subjected to far greater personal danger md injury than in the
past. It is not inconceivable that. such pressure tilI be brought to bear upon the Go-rernments
concerned by their noncombatants, following a series of aircraft raids, that an early cessation
of hostilities will be more earnestIy desired by the people on both sides and will be forced by
popular demand upon the nation least eficient in air power. -
.Atiation has made itself indkpensable to military and ~aval operations. Under our
present organization, where the function of national defense is vest-ed principally in the War
and Navy Departments, we must look to those departments to develop the possibilitiw of
aviation in ~arfare, whether to be used in conjunction with military and naval operations, or
to be used independently for attacking distant points behind the enemy’s Lines, or elsewhere.
The problem of the air defense of this country is worthy of most carefuI study.
RELATION OF AERONAUTIC RESEARCH TO NATIONAL DEFENSE
So long as the development of aviation continues from year to year, the military and naval
policies and prograrm for our national securi~y and defense are necessarily subject to change,
as they are largely dependent upon the probable use ef aviation in future war-s. So long as
other nations are seriously engaged in the development of atiation, America must at least keep
—
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abreast of the progress of aviztio~ abroad and never permit itself again to fall behind as it did
before the World War. Substantial progress in aviatio~, whether in America or eIsewhere, is
in the last analysis dependent upon aeronautical research. It is ~ecessary that accurate infor-
mation, which is the result of scientific research on the fundamental problems of flight, should
be made continuously available to the Army and Navy; and those agencies desire from the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics the fundamental aerodynamic information on
-which the design of new types of military and naval aircraft is based. It is the function of
the Army and Navy then to check this information and apply it in an engineering manner to
the design of aircraft.
While national defense is the greatest use to which aircraft is applied in America to-day,
the committee believes that the time will come when its military uses will be second in impor-
tance to its civil value in promoting our national welfare and increasing our national pros-
perity. But to-day, while the uses of aircraft are primarily militaxy and the Air Services of
the &my and Navy are not as large as those of other world powers, America is gradually
forging ahead of other nations in the acquisition of knowledge of the scientific principles under-
lying the design and construction of aircraft. To this important but limited extent- ~~e are
providing well against unpreparedness in the air,
THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY AND ITS RELATION TO NATIONAL DEFENSE
The present American aircraft induskry is but a shadow of that which existed at the time
of the armistice. With the great stimulus in aircraft development and performance during
the war, the aircraft manufacturers were hopeful that civil aviation would rapidly come into
being with a resulting great demand for their product. Civil aviation has nokdeveloped as
it was hoped it wouId, and this makes the present situation more difficult.
These aircraft manufacturers have had to rely for orders upon Government age~cies, and
the limited amount of governmental purchases has forced a number of manufacturers to go
out of the aircraft business. It is a matter of grave Government concern lest the productive
capacity of the industry may become so far diminished that there may not remain a satis-
factory nucleus. By a “satisfactory nucleus” is meant a number of aircraft manufacturers!
distributed over ~lie”country, operating on a sound financial basis, and capable of rapid expan-
sion to meet the Government’s needs in an emergency.
After the very costly lessons of the war, it would be folly to say that the Government is
not concerned with the state of the aircraft industry. It is concerned that there should be in
existence, and in a healthy condition, at least an adequate nucleus of an industry. An air-
craft industry is absolutely essential to national defense. One lesson of the war that will not
be forgotten is that it takes a great deal of money to develop hastily an aircraft industry from
almost nothing. The American people can ill afford to pay such a price a secortd time. To
maintain a nucleus of an industry it has been proposed either that the Government substan-
tially increase the volume of its orders for aircrafk or devise a policy for the apportionment of
orders at fair negotiated prices without regard to competition.
Neither of these propositions, however, in the judgment of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, goes to the root of the trouble. To substantially increase orders will
require substantial~y increased appropriations. To increase appropriations for the Army and
Navy Air Services because they need more aircraft is one thing, but to increase a.ppropriat ions
primarily to maintain an aircraft industry is something else. Furthermore, the maintenance
of an industry in a healthy condition does not involve the maintenance of any manufacturer
who has failed to liquidate or reduce his plant and overhead expenses to an appropriate peace-
time basis,
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In the judgment of the committee, the existing bad situation in the iudustry should be
substantially remedied. In an effort to help the situation, the committee suggests the following
steps on the part of the industry and of the Government:
Steps b be taken by the industry:
First. Every manufacturer intending to remain in the aircraft business and who has
not readjusted his war-time plant and overhead expenses to a, peace-time basis
shouId do so without further delay.
Second. The firms comprising the aircraft industry shouId specialize in the production
of v-arious types of aircraft with a view to the more continuous de-mlopment of
types by the same plants and the gradual recoagpition of proprietary rights in new
designs.
flteps to be ta?:en.by the Government:
First. The Army, Navy, and Postal Air Sertices should agree upon a balanced pro-
gram sett@g forth from time to time the probable requirements of the Government
for each type of aircraft for at least one year in advance, and should announce the
same to the industry for its information and guidance.
Second. Orders for the different types should be placed wifih the diflerentt manufac-
turers at such intervals as to insure continuity of production and the gradual devel-
opment of special facilities and skill by each manufacturer in the production of a
given type of aircraf L
The committee does not attempt to say that the method proposed is the ideal solution,
but it submits that if followed it would produce the following beneficial results:
(a) It would insure the continuous development of types by the same firms which is
the most rational method of improv@ the quality and performarwe of aircraft
to meet special needs.
(b) It would reduce the cost of aircraft,
(e) It would protide all manufacturers with an adequate market to enable them to
continue in the airplane business without the periodical menace of dissolution
or banlmuptcy heretofore caused by long gaps, between orders.
COMTIERCIAL AVIATION AND ITS RELATION 7.!0 THE GO~ERNZIENl?
The stimuIus of war forced the development of aviation for m.ihtary purposes, and -while
the progress thus made mas beneficial to alI aviation, nevertheless there has been but little
application of ‘aviation to commercial purposes. In England, France, Italy, Germany, Holland,
Belgium, Poland, and other European countries there are air lines for the transportation of
passengers and goods on regukr schedules across international boundaries and intervening
seas. It is quite a customary thing for tourists and business men to travel by air, for example,
between London and Paris. There is a great rivalry for business between French and English
companies, all of which are subsidized by their Governments.
There is at the present time in the United States no large regular air transportation business,
although enterprising fires from time to time have undertaken to establish more or less regular
rout es between points deemed peculiarly attractive for the development. of an air transporta-
tion business. The Air Mail Service operated by the Post Office Department has given the
best and most practical demonstration of the reliability and adaptability of aircraft to the
umful purposes of commerce. The present experiment by the Air Mail Sertice to determine
the practicability of night flying is the most important development in aviation to-day and
should prove to be of substantial assistance in the development of commercial atiation in
America.
The reason for the greater development of commercial aviation in European countries to
date Lies in the fact that they realize more keenly than we in America do the vital necessity of
.
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aviation 40 national defense. They are ‘either adjoining neighbors or within a few hours of
each other by air, and unIess military aviation in those countries is to bear the entire cost of the
maintenance of aircraft industries and of aviation development generally, those countries must
in sheer self-clef ense encourage commercial aviation. This they have done in every practicable
way, principally by subsidizing common carriers by air, especially those engaged in international
aerial transport,
In the Utited f$tates direct subsidy appears to ba out of the question because of our adher-
ence to a traditional policy. In our country aviation must make its own way. ~vil aviation
has not progressed very far because it has nat yet reached that stage of development that
justi.fles its use generally from an economic point-of view, unless an inordinate value is to be
placed upon speed. Speed and maneuverability may be prime factors in military aircraft,
especially in time of war, but for commercial purpows aircraft must be made safer, more con-
trollable at lo-iv speeds incident to taking off and landing, and less expensive in initial cost as
well as in maintenance and operation.
Commercial aviation will have to be regulated, just as are other means of transportation.
The initial legislation in this respect should be very carefully prepared, so that, while affording
that degree of regulation considered necessary in the public interest and that degree of practical
assistance that would be helpful, it will nevertheless leave the new art of aviation ample freedom
to develop normally -without unnecessary or unwise restrictions and without attempting to set
up by legislation an artificial basis for the maintenance of the activity to be regulated.
SUMMARY
Aviation has been proved indispensable to both the Army and the Navy. Neither can
operate effectively without an adequate air service. What was considered adequate in the
World War WN not do in the future.
The progress in scientific research and in the technical development of airplanes and ail%hips
has been continuous and gratifying; but before commercial aviation can become self-supporting
airplanes must be made safer, more controllable at low speeds incident to taking off and landing—
where most accidents occur, and less expensive in initial cost and in the cost of maintwumce and
operation.
Although the problems of rigid and semirigid airships ha~e been seriously studied during
the past two years, there is much to be learned about airships. In the present state of develop-
ment of rigid airships, as exemplified by the remarkable flights of the Shenandoah from Lake-
hurst, NT.J., to Seattle, Wash., and return, and of the Los Angeles from Friedrichshafen, Germany,
to Lakehurst without stop, it is evident that mat4rie1 has reached the point where, with practice
and experience, the possibilities in the field of commercial airship transportation can be deior-
mined,
The aircraft industry is in a poor condition, but the remedy is within the control of the
manufacturers and the governmental agencies concerned. The committee has proposed a basis
for solution of the existing dificulty.
.In view of all the circumstances at-present affecting the development and use of &ero-
nau!.ics in America and its relation to the public ‘welfare and national defense, the National
Admsory Committee for Aeronautics submits the follo~~ting:
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Scientijc ~esearcl .—The continuous prosecution of scientific research on the fundamental
problems of flight should be regarded as in the last analysis ihe most important subject in the
whole field of aeronautical development, as substantial progress in aeronautics depends upon the
continuous acquisition of knowledge which can be obtained only by long-continued and well-
directed scientific research.
2. Air Mail Service.—The Air ~Ma.ilService should be continued under the Pos~ Ol%ce
Department and its ground equipment for night flying should be extended to cover the entire
route between IYew York and San Francisco. IThen this is done, o~ernight transportation of
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LUZDby aircraft between strategic points, as for example, between Xew I’ork and Chicago,
shouId be provided at rates that will make such service e-rentually self-supporting.
3. Commercial aviation .—liaptd development of commercial aviation is primarily dependent
upon increasing the reliability y and economy of operation of aircraft.. Other countries, notably
England and France, have encouaged commerci~ atiation by direct subsidies, and their experi-
ence has indicated that unless go~ernmental aid is given, directly or indirectly, commerckd air
transportation can not be iimmc.ially successfrd in the present state of aviation development.
Qgklat,ion pro~&g for the rewonable re=~ation of aircraft, airdromes, and aviators, and
affording necessary aide to air nav&ation along designated national airways ~ould be most help-
ful The edabhshment of kmding Eekls genera.Uy would also stirmdate improwmeqt in the
reliability and economy of airc.mft operation and fac-titate the development of commercial air
.— —.
transportation in this country on a sound basis.
4. Ml<taq and mzval azriatwn.-There should be continued study of ~he air defense probkm
of the United States, and continued support of aviation development in the Army and Navy. .
.
CONCLUSION
~ The in-instigation and study of the fundamental phenomena of fight is the most important
subject in the whole field of aeronautic development arid is the definite prescribed function of
the National Advisory Commit tee for Aeronautic-s. It has been a great pleasure to the com-
mittee to note that the importance of scientific research is appreciated more generally, and that
the Congress, the President, and the Bureau of the Budget,have reco.tied the need for the effect-
i-re prosecution of the research proag-ams prepared for the adwmcement of the science of aero-
nautics.
Respectfully submit~ed.
NA.TIOXti hTIsORY COIRITITEE FOR AERO~~UTICS,
JOSEPHS. AWES, O&man Executive (lomntittee.
